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Madden 12x A Second. When The Eye Flickers
In Milan

Alessio Galbiati

The cartoon series “Pokémon” run

many times into censorship for

different reasons. The first reason

regards the 38th episode of the series,

whose original title is “Electric Soldier

Porygon” and which was banned

allover the world. The above

mentioned episode has been

broadcast only once on the 16th

December 1997 in Japan, causing

almost 700 cases of epilepsy due to

some scenes which show too rapid

light intermittences. These

intermittences have the following

progression: a red, a blue and a light-

blue frame. And then again a red, a

blue and a light-blue frame and so on.

Some people suffered epilepsy

attacks also due to the rapid

broadcasting of the controversial

progression of images during tv-news.

[source: Wikipedia]

 

From the 17th to the 26th September

at the DOCVA (Documentation Center

for Visual Arts) in Milan, via Procaccini

4, took place the exhibition “Quando

l’occhio trema. Il flicker fra cinema,

video e digitale” (When the eye

shakes. A flicker between cinema,

video and digital world”. It is a

videoscreening created by Claudia

D’Alonzo (Digicult) and Mario Gorni

(Careof DOCVA) and made of15 works

of art which play the so called “flicker”

effect.

The cinematographic world, and more

generally the moving images, is based

on a progression of still-shoot with a

speedy of 24 shoots a second. This

updating frequency allows the

perception of movement. Changing

the number of still-shoots � let’s say

halving it � the so called flickering

effect is created. That’s all. Using

Laura Mulvey ‘s words (1) we could

say: Madden 12x a Second!

The works of art based on this

principle are quite disturbing and

desorienting (and all similar adjectives

and neologisms). They are so
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disturbing that Ken Jacobs

(parenthesis: why none of its works

was selected?) puts above its Razzle

Dazzle -The Lost World (2007) a notice

saying: “This film is not for those

suffering from epilepsy” (2).

From the public’s point of view, i.e.

from the point of view of those

people who watch a film, the

experience is really traumatic and it is

difficult to keep a constant attention

with this kind of technique. The ocular

nerve suffers a big stress and can not

follow the (anti) narrative

development of these alternating

images. This is Alex’s feeling during

the famous scene of “forced

watching” in A Clockwork Orange

(Italian title: Arancia meccanica, 1971).

From the cognitive point of view, the

described effect reveals its amazing

potential, stimulating a more

disarticulated, freer, non-linear

comprehension of images which

differs from the usual 24x a second

and therefore surprise.

The selection made by Claudia

D’Alonzo and Mario Gorni shows

eleven works of art coming from the

rich archives of DOCVA and INVIDEO,

as well as four works selected among

all (digital) artists who are part of the

international Digicult’s network.

The selection represented a good

opportunity of discussion about an

invisible (non)cinema, since it is

experimental and underground and

differs from the usual spectatorial 24x

a second and the usual narrative

conventions but above all from the

habit of the eye to follow the

movement as a fluid and continuous

progression of frames. D’Alonzo and

Gorni were able to take into account

these technique, not only in its

current fulfilment (through Granular

Syntesis’, Otolab’s, Cairaschi’s, Fleish’s,

Girts Korps’, ape5′s, Graw & Bockler’s,

De Bemels’, Chiasera’s, Arford’s,

Arnò’s works), but also from its origins

and emersion.

Paul Sharits’ Piece Mandala / End War

(1966) � the first element of

videoscreening � puts the whole

selection within a vision of “flickering”

as a phenomenon generated from the

experiments of the American

experimental cinema of the ’60s, Stan

Brakhage’s, Tony Conrad’s, Michale

Snow’s (non) cinema and all those

personalities who used the language

of moving images to renew this kind

of cinema and whose lesson came
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unchanged till the current digital

epoque. Paul Sharit, Steina and

Woody Vasulka, but above all Paolo

Gioli are some of these famous

names. Paolo Gioli was interviewed

(

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl

e.asp?id=1504) by Claudia D’Alonzo –

for Digimag 45 in June 2009. His

selected work gives the title to the

“exhibition” as if it want to underline

the centrality and originality of the

Italian experience which stayed alive

and vivid during the decades (see

Otolab’s work).

Taking into account experimental

works of art is always complex since

the linguistic handles are missing to

give an evasive sense which is widely

amplified by the flickering effect.

Antonin De Bemels‘ Merge / Se
Fondre is the easiest narrable work

because it is similar to the classic

cinematographic language: it is

organized like a short-film both for its

lenght and for the narrative style. It is

the only work which uses the

flickering as the visual representation

of existential discomfort of the three

protagonists of the story.

This happy chiose gives an

opportunity to reflect on (moving)

images from D’Alonzo’s to Gormi’s to

the tout court cinema, wakening the

public’s memory and its remembrance

about similar experiments already

seen in many different films. The most

revealing person is David Lynch who

has always used the flickering effect

to give a stronger and more shaking

value to his cinema (think for example

to some scenes from Lost Highway, or

Heraserhead till the last INLAND

EMPIRE).

The clear choise to organize the

selected material with the

videoscreening style � i.e. the

continuous projection of images �

deserves a deeper reflection.

Although this option is able to catch

the primary pur pose of a great

number of works, it incurs in a

cognitive overload that distorts the

unicity of each single work of art. The

public risks to be dazed (sometimes I

was really afraid to fall into an

epileptic condition) because it is

projected into an endless run among

images which beat as a hammer the

optical nerve.

“When the eye shaker. Flicker

between cinema, video and digital

world” before being an excellent

opportunità to see very particular and

extreme works of art, has been an

efficient concretization of important
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and intersting sinergies such as the

Documentation Center for Visual Arts

of Milan, Digicult and INVIDEO: three

absolutely interesting Italian (and

international) realities.

In order to reach a more complete

documentation of this event, I invite

all readers to read what the editors of

the event presentation wrote. These

words infact not only clearly define

the principles of this selection, but

also describe the 15 elements

compounding it.

Notes:

(1) Laura Mulvey, Death 24x a Second:

Stillness and the Moving Image ,

Reaktion Books, 2006.

(2) One of the paradigmatic works of

art which founded this “effect” of

moving image, The Flicker (Tony

Conrad, USA/1965). It opens with a

note saying to the public: “WARNING.

The producer, distributor, and

exhibitors waive all liability for

physical or mental injury possibly

caused by the motion picture “The

Flicker.” Since this film may induce

epileptic seizures or produce mild

symptoms of shock treatment in

certain persons, you are cautioned to

remain in the theatre only at your own

risk. A physician should be in

attendante”

http://www.digicult.it/2009/Quando

OcchioTrema.asp

http://www.docva.org/

http://www.mostrainvideo.com/

http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pokémo

n
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Tony Oursler: Round-nosed Whistiling-jack-o-
f-dumb-fuck

Claudia D'Alonzo

Tony Oursler is one of the most

internationally renowned multimedia

artists, born in 1957 in New York City,

where he lives and works. In the

eighties he began to make short

videos, and later he began to design

installations where he set sound and

video. Since the nineties the use of

mannequins became a constant

feature of his work, puppets and dolls

were the stars of his installations.

He was member of a rock group, The

Poetics, with colleagues and artists

like Mike Kelley and John Miller.

During his career he has worked with

Constance DeJong, Tony Conrad and

Dan Graham and Sonic Youth. The

multimedia works that made him

famous are projected in three

dimensions, often on spherical

surfaces, which emphasize the

emotional charge of the object, a face

speaking, staring at something or

yelling. The video material Oursler

often uses is a kind of footage of

human faces, whose result is that the

three-dimensional objects on which

the light beam is concentrated appear

to have life, and give the spectator an

undeniable sense of surprise,

fascination and at the same time fear.

And through the combination of

sculpture, multimedia projections and

recordings of the human voice,

Oursler researches, in all his works,

the interaction with the audience and

the animation of psychological and

philosophical concepts within an

almost dreamlike zone: the youth

culture, the relationship between

media and the human mind,

psychological disorders are all issues

discussed and explored in Tony

Oursler’s surreal images. In 1989 Tony

Oursler took part in the Whitney

Biennial in 1992 at Documenta in

Kassel, in 1993 he had a solo at the

Centre d’Art Contemporain in Geneva.

Among his numerous exhibitions

there are: the personal exhibition at

the Lisson Gallery in London and at

Metro Pictures in New York in 1996,

his participation in the 1999 Istanbul
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Biennial, the exhibition at the Lehman

Maupin Gallery in New York in 2001.

The following interview was

conducted for the exhibition

catalogue The “Song of the Electric

Body” within the Direct Digital, which

took place in Modena

(http://www.directdigital.org) from

May 29 to June 28, in which Digicult

edited texts. And this is the second

interview extrapolated from the

catalogue and published here in fully

(after the one with the musician and

sound artist Agostino di Scipio by

Marco Mancuso for Digimag 45 June

2009

(

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl

e.asp?id=1493). The work by Tony

Oursler on exhibition in Modena was

Round-nosed-whistling-jack-

off-dumb-fuck, granted by the

Galleria Emi Fontana. And an

interview generated from this work,

and it was the starting point for a

reflection on the work of an artist

whose work is almost completely

impossible to summarize fully.

.

In Round-nosed-whistling-jack-
off-dumb-fuck, the artist transforms

the space into an abstract “shooting

gallery”. Video projections of

explosions on the walls create the

backdrop for sculptures in the form of

pellets, on which there are deformed

images of “talking heads”. Images and

sounds in synchronization create an

audiovisual show of images,

disturbing sounds and dramatic

words. The reference to the tragedy

of war and the indiscriminate use of

firearms permeates the entire

installation, where an apparent

dimension like “theme park” contrasts

with the images presented by the

media, in which the representation of

reality loses all power..

Claudia D’Alonzo: Round-nose-
-whistling-jack-off-dumb-fuck is an

artwork in which the viewer is

immersed in a violent atmosphere,

almost apocalitic. Which is the

relationship between the impact of

your work on the audience and that of

violence overload within the mass

media images?

Tony Oursler: Violence is tricky when

mediated. One can never replicate

true violence and it’s impact on the

individual or society, I can only shift

point of view. In other words the

classic position of long range viewer
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taken as the usual could be

interrupted by some installation ideas.

The participant is inside the event but

given safe status in the endless battle

that has become game-like. I hoped

that the absurdity of the

personification of bullets would

introduce a chain of questions for the

viewer that would open up a new

perspective.

Claudia D’Alonzo: Which kind of

involvment you wanted to obtain with

the viewer in Round-nosed-whistli-
g-jack-off-dumb-fuck, both on a

perception plan and on rational

reflection?

Tony Oursler: I don’t directly control

the participant, that is the magic in art

the unknown result: everyone comes

away with a unique experience, they

make the work personal. In this

project, I set up a situation where the

participant is almost in a theme park

type atmosphere, or a simulation of a

deranged fire fight.  I was playing with

a combination of media depictions of

violence, simulations and hi-

resolution animations to fuse humans

and projectiles. I’ve given  language to

the lowest most primitive projectiles;

usually the relationship between the

bullet and the target is disconnected I

wanted to energize that relationship.

Personally, I want to rethink violence

all the time, how we see it, why we

create it?
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Claudia D’Alonzo: In round-nose-

-whistling-jack-off-dumb-fuck the

different audiovisual characters are

linked in a special relation which is not

translated in a real communication, as

often happens in your works. Not-

linked voices in a field, which is the

field of the art-work. Tell me

something about your work and

which are the links with relations and

communication concepts in

contemporary society?

Tony Oursler: I think you are on to

something here, we do not
communicate in direct and traditional

modes most of the time. This is where

there is an amazing vast territory to

explore. We are able to listen and see

in modes that have nothing to do with

the traditional media grammar.

Games and movies replicate one way

of connecting to our sound and vision

but I’ve been seeking other ways of

connecting fields of communication a

composite of layers of image sound,

language and form. For me this is an

experimental process that goes on all

the time in the studio and finds it’s

way into projects.

Claudia D’Alonzo: As in Round-nose-
-whistling-jack-off-dumb-fuck, in

your artistic research we can find, as

in Round-nosed-whistling-jack-

off-dumb-fuck, the influence of mass

media on psychological and

emotional sphere of individuals. Do

you want to tell me something about

this item, how do you face it in your

work?

Tony Oursler: The obsessive quality of

weapons and the fantasy of using

them is so loaded for lack of a better

word. Personal Shooting Games are

generating more capitol than

hollywood movies and there is a

reason for this: it’s sexual, it’s male

and it’s at the root of some very deep

drive. There is a connection between

a primitive early society and the high

tech world of today that I wanted to

unlock with this installation.

Claudia D’Alonzo: In your works,

technologies are always visible. You

show them but without illusions, you

create a magic in which the trick is

always visible. How do you design the

scene of your works and also the

presence of technological tool?

Tony Oursler: The tools are part of the

process and also a way of keeping us

in the real world. Escapism it is at

odds with the magic of technology, I

want people to drift out and return to
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the real world. I hope that art works in

this way and somehow it’s reflected in

the materials and production of that

artwork.

 

Claudia D’Alonzo: In contemporary

audiovisual digital scene, people

speak about landscapes, about

audiovisual spaces. You were one of

the first to extend the video image

from screen boundaries, projecting on

other superficies. You were one of the

first to tear also down the borders

between work-space and audience-

space. How did it change this

relationship between space and

image, and which are the main

differences between your way to

work on this relationship and how

other contemporary artists work on

the same item?

Tony Oursler: I think that I was born in

a funny time when media and art

were at a nexus and it was natural for

me to pick up the tools. I live in a

kaleidoscopic world of old and new

technologies, and am happy there. I

started as a painter and believe that

history is key to moving forward into

complex visual relationships with

moving images and space, but there is

a shadow history that must be part of

contemporary understanding of

media-space and art. A lost history

must be recovered to help people

understand the full extent our of

efforts construct virtually. I like a lot of

what artists are doing today and also

am amazed at the acceptance of the

moving image as a respected form. It

was in such a ghetto for so long and

now it’s become normalized — that is

the way it is with major cultural shifts,

one can’t imagine what is was like

before. Not that I think about it, I’m

too excited by what is happening now

to look back. Fantastic new machines

are now being used by kids all the

time that extends the media fluency

into the future.

http://www.tonyoursler.com/

http://www.galleriaemifontana.com/
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Carla Diana: From Real To Virtual And Back
Again

Barbara Sansone

Some years ago, in the rich panorama

of designers and artists that used

Flash to express their creativity on the

web, there was a very interesting

female figure whose work had already

achieved international recognition. It

was Carla Diana, from New York, but

as her surname suggests, not far from

her Italian roots.

 Carla’s work immediately gave off a

particular feel. Her environments were

almost always abstract and sparse

and the objects that populated them

were sound toys that the user could

manipulate at leisure, thanks to the

complex programming behind them.

And Carla, with her love for

mechanical objects and music, with

her capacity to capture through her

senses the stimuli of daily life that are

generally ignored, with her reflections

on the relationship between animals

(even humans) and machines, with

her attention to feedback of her

colleagues and users, with her

curiosity that gave her a deep

understanding and knowledge and

technique and finally, her simplicity

which makes her open and available

to talk about herself and continue to

learn about other people’s work, she

showed how to use Flash as a means

to conduct a personal and coherent

research, as if it were possible to go

around the limits and use it as a

creatively rich concept.

Her works, marked by a

distinguishable style, enrich that area

of the Web that, thanks to Flash,

began to be dedicated to art, to

experimentation and entertainment.

After having taught for many years at

the Savannah college of Arts and at

the Georgia Institute of Technology

and later having worked at Frog

Design in San Francisco, Carla has

now returned to New York where she

works at Smart Design, a company

dedicated to object design with a user

friendly direction… a perfect place for

her! And from the 25th of August till
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the 25th of September she was

invited to the Barcelona office to

collaborate on the development of a

top-secret project, in order to avoid

industrial espionage.

.

To have Carla here for a month for me

was a huge gift. I met her 5 years ago

when I was writing a book about web

artists who used Flash. Getting in

touch with her at the beginning

generated some embarrassment,

because I thought she was too

important to dedicate any time to me.

But I was wrong: Carla was

immediately friendly, generous and

had a deep desire to exchange

opinions and knowledge. Se told me

everything about herself, she sent me

some of her files after having cleaned

up and commenting the code so that I

could write a tutorial and we became

cyber-friends. When she said that she

would be spending the summer in

Italy with her family, I invited her to

come and meet me in my splendid

house by the sea in Sicily where I

lived. But I felt that keeping her to

myself was selfish and I organised a

presentation at the beautiful Villa

Aragona Cutò in Bagheria. To meet

her face to face was a great pleasure

and enormously exciting.

When in July this year she said that

she was coming to Barcelona for a

month, as well as introducing her to

artists and experimenters, taking her

to see important places like the

Hangar, showing her the less obvious

architectural paths and involving her

in more pleasant activities, like dinner

with friends and neibourhood parties,

I immediately thought of repeating

the experience of honouring her with

a public presentation in a city that

was much more prepared to be her

host. Thanks to Antonia Folguera’s

precious help, the event took place at

the Niu on the 10th of September and

once again was a huge success. Carla

enchanted us, telling us of her stories

and the evolution of her projects,

wooing the audience with her

intelligence, her charisma and her

genuineness.

Carla’s biography suggests how

elements of daily life can, when

combined with character traits of a

person, give life to a creative

personality. Carla has always loved

mechanisms and functioning

processes of daily objects and this

curiosity was the starting point of her

fascinating story that made her a

13



world famous designer. She was a

“child with a screwdriver”: when she

was little she loved cars, which in her

view are the perfect combination of

movement and solid parts, and she

had great fun taking things apart, like

her bike, or examining locks, opening

the phone to see what it was made of

inside. This irresistible temptation

provoked fun and joy that she later

tried to recreate in her interactive

design. The users of Carla’s works can

play around and take things apart and

put them back together in different

ways.

When she was little she studied piano

and music theory. Coherently with her

curious and creative personality, the

approach to music was another

stimulus to investigate mechanisms.

Even if she did not use music in her

professional life before she became a

designer, she always wanted to put

this joy into her life. Her first works

were centred on the use of sound that

involved numerous loops that

sounded out simultaneously. The

separate volumes could be regulated

dynamically by manipulating the

graphic elements on the screen. Carla

defines these first works as interactive

“visual mixing boards”. With the

evolution of her work, Carla added the

possibility of manipulating the height

and rhythm as well as volume,

connecting these properties to

graphic objects on the screen. In her

work music is an object to take apart

and the user is invited to put it

together, to mix up the elements it is

made of.

An eloquent example of this is

repercussion.org, winner of the

Experimental Flash Forward Film

Festival of 2003 in San Francisco,

where the small parts that make up an

instrument and produce a sound can

be manipulated singularly or in blocks,

influencing the product and

functioning of the virtual machine. Or

the most recent installation Fragile,

created for the Lacoste Galleria Bleue,

where hundreds of eggshells

illuminated with different colours

were inserted in the environment, a

kind of cave. Once again the audience

was invited to touch and manipulate,

despite the fragility of the material, to

substitute the three eggs placed in a

central nest, modifying the

environmental sound and generating

unique sounds in each egg. The

installation was then adapted for the

exhibition in other spaces becoming a

sound sculpture and interactive nest.
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Carla is originally from New York, and

she obtained her MFA in Design at the

Cranbrook Academy of Art and her

degree in mechanical engineering at

the Cooper Union. These studies, as

well as satisfying her innate need to

understand how the elements of

mechanical objects coexist and are

brought to life, influenced her

strongly in her thought process and

her expression in digital art

manifestations. Her objects always

have small autonomous functioning

mechanisms that influence each other

and determine the behaviour of the

body they make up.

Furthermore, as Carla does not want

them to be flat and anonymous, but

prefers them to coexist and form a

system capable of narrating a story,

she puts them in contexts that

generate environments and

atmospheres and makes them

manoeuvrable by the user. Because

Carla’s work tries to keep in the

confinement between the real and

the virtual, between organic and

mechanical, without forgetting the

contact between two realities like the

central idea of her work, the aesthetic

of the objects is carried through the

research in this balance.
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In the past Carla worked in New York

for the famous designer Karim Rashid,

with whom she learnt a great deal

about aesthetics and processes. She

passed from Object Design (a

definition she prefers compared to

Industrial Design) to interactive design

because she had the nagging

sensation of creating “fake” and

useless models that didn’t do

anything, whereas designing for the

screen and later for physical

interactive installations gave her the

power to take advantage of her

capabilities to give life to her projects.

But even when she “limits” herself to

the design of daily objects, to Carla

the fundamental issue is that the

object is user friendly, it must be used

very easily and the user must not feel

overwhelmed, the object must

generate emotions, make us want to

“hug” it. For her designing has the

objective of expressing her

compassion by creating devices that

allow the user to feel understood and

powerful, to compensate the

mysteries of nature and time that take

away their control of their existence.

The tactile experience with an object

of a studied shape and of immediate

use facilitates communication

between objects and people and

creates the illusion of being super-

human.

On the website there are some recent

examples of the result of this

philosophy, like the delightful Spluey
pendant and the furniture that, thanks

to a simple word carved into them,

remind us of daily activities that we

often forget to do (like a participant

once said at one of her presentation,

doesn’t that remind you of the

amnesia phase of the inhabitants of

Macondo?). This latest project, in

particular, is interesting because of

the modality of its distribution: Carla

wants to sell the project for about 1

dollar so that anyone can produce

their own furniture avoiding useless

waste of transportation and stocking.

Thanks to her capacity to make design

emotive, Carla was designated the

task of designing the face and body of

Simon, a humanoid that they are

creating at the Georgia Institute of

Technology in the field of the research

laboratory on socially intelligent

machines conducted by Dr. Andrea

Thomaz. The robot has already

appeared on the cover of the

September/October 2009 issue of
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“Technology Review” and is achieving

great international success.

But what are the ingredients of such a

creative mind? To obtain work like

Carla Diana’s you must have great

technical skill, which in her case is

completed by her curricula of studies

and her work experience, but you

must also have a message to give. The

idea must be organised and made

convincing by accurate directing,

transmitted by a strategic use of

means of visual and sound

communication and eventually it must

contemplate the user’s intervention in

a stimulating way. And finally, it must

find a place so that it can be made

available to the public. What

distinguishes Carla’s work is the idea

at the base of it all that connects all

her work: the reflection on humanity

and on machines and trying to

connect the two by creating a rapport

inspired by daily life and digital

possibilities.

.

The observations of the people who

come into contact with Carla’s work

are always connected in one way or

another to the brain and its

functioning. Her work seems to

suggest an oscillation between two

hemispheres of the brain and their

specialities, which reflect the

cohabitation in the digital artist of

being able to have a dialogue with a

machine when you instruct it to do

what you want it to do, programming

it with necessary, precise and rational

language, and having a fantastic

creativity which is at the base of the

idea and in the strength of the

content. Carla reflects on similar

things when she considers the

creative work. Sometimes she feels

that art and design are simply a way a

human being can delude himself or

herself that they can control an

environment, when it is evidently at

the mercy of the Universe. In this

sense it seems that the rational part of

the brain dominates, in the user and

the artist. On the other hand, once

something is created, it has a life of its

own with its own behaviour and gives

the user the sensation of play and

creativity. Carla loves to produce

works that give a sense of control, but

that become something new when

the user uses it and gives them the

freedom to explore. Her strong

attention to the user, her capacity to

enter into the user’s mind and

anticipate their needs, of imagining

what could make them laugh or could
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interest them, make the visitors of her

works feel like a guest getting all the

attention and the protagonist of an

all-involving adventure.

Carla’s works are environments where

the users find themselves being

sucked in, to the point of forgetting

where they really are. This result is the

fruit of attentive and accurate

planning, which begins with

brainstorming on objects that make

up the work, how they will behave,

how they will move, how and when

they can be used by the user. In this

phase, Carla dedicates much time to

the study of different possibilities on

her sketch album, which fills up with

little drawings and scribbled notes on

the side of the page to describe how

something must move or sound.

Afterward, she tries to imagine the

environment and the metaphor that

connects these objects along a

narrative line. The narrative aspect is

one of the intangible pillars of Carla’s

work: for her, even abstraction is

always to do with a story. When

projecting an idea, Carla asks herself

what type of environment she’s

creating, what type of creature or

character lives there, how does that

world sound and what emotions does

it have to offer. For this she tries to

avoid doing isolated experiments and

prefers to begin working when the

actions are cut to size for a theme at

the base.

The fundamental objective of Carla’s

work is to influence emotions in the

user and create an experience that is

in some way immersive. What is

essential to her is an accurate

connection between sound and

image. In a good work, all the

elements are deeply synchronized. All

the components of a work must live

side-by-side and work together like

organs in one body, like mechanisms

of the same machine. This creates a

coherent environment and

atmosphere with a clear and definite

character, which is transmitted to the

user in an unequivocal way, guiding

them in an experience with great

emotional enthusiasm.

.

Initially Carla chose the Web for the

distribution of her work. For an artist

that connects the capability of putting

users at the centre of her projects to

her need for expression, its a priceless

experience to have a worldwide

audience, unpredictable and

numerous and free to choose
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whether, when and how they will use

her work. Furthermore, compared to

places that used to be dedicated to

art, the Web is frequented by people

of all backgrounds and with diverse

interests. More recently though, she

began to feel the need to go back to

physicality, a tendency that all

interactive art is having, which feels

too limited when closed inside a

simple screen. It was then that,

beginning with a Repercussion

converter in a physical installation, she

dedicated herself to non web-based

works. A shame for the greater

difficulty of access, but nonetheless a

decision that allowed her work to be

expressed more completely,

coherently and emotionally. Her work

creates more sensations that can

influence the emotions of the users

and the interactivity allows them to

modify the work and so giving them

power over it. In Carla Diana’s work,

the work controls the user and the

user controls the work.

We now await anxiously for how Carla

will translate the many stimuli that

Barcelona has given her in a new work

and hope to see her close-by more

often, so she can tell us about herself

and her precious teachings and points

for reflection.

http://www.carladiana.com

http://www.athomaz.com/?p=116

http://www.smartdesignworldwide.c

om/

http://www.niubcn.org
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Project Culture And Technological Innovation
Massimo Botta

Cultural and intellectual activities

should have practical consequences in

the life of people, and among them,

projecting disciplines should

represent the happy case where

“humanistic knowledge” and

“technical knowledge” are combined,

in order to generate products and

services to support mankind.

Citing Serges Gagnon, design could

be defined as “cultural appropriation

of technology”, and this statement

seems to be more important if we

consider the impact technological

innovation has on our lives.

In particular, interaction design

nowadays is the planning discipline

which defines relations between men

and technological artifacts – in other

words which products we will

probably need, how they will be done,

what functions they will perform and

how we will use them. The interaction

designer, in a vaster meaning, is the

intellectual technician who defines

and projects products and services

which support and extend the

capacity of our actions, while his most

specific competences is embedded in

the term “interaction”, whose

synonym is behavior.

These characteristic aspects of the

technological artifacts – extending the

capacity of human actions, and having

acquired, following the technological

evolution, some “behavioral”

properties – are the constant and new

elements faced by the interaction

designers, and inevitably the final

users. Some ‘internetted’ things in our

household: Nabaztag, Chumby,

Arduino board, Tikitag RFID reader.

Some ‘internetted’ things in our
household: Nabaztag, Chumby,

Arduino board, Tikitag RFID reader.
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In the book Il caso e la necessità
(Chance and necessity), Jacques

Monod observed that man’s evolution,

unlike other species, has concerned

mainly an organ – human brain –

bringing it to develop intellectual

abilities like abstract and symbolic

thinking. This evolution happened to

the detriment of other “organs” which

would better avail and support better

physical performances, as it usually

happens with other animal species.

Men in fact, while showing evident

physical limits, made the most of their

brains to create objects to allow them

to extend their capacity of action.

Since they aren’t fast enough to chase

a gazelle, nor strong enough to fight a

lion, and since they don’t have nails

and teeth strong enough to kill their

prey, in order to obtain food men built

hunting tools.

Likewise, everyday artifacts are part of

a “prosthetic” theory of the objects,

which states that technology is used

to create instruments that make

certain activities, functions and

performances possible. A washing

machine replaces the use of one’s

arms, thus becoming a “performing

prosthesis”; a telephone transmits

voice, thus becoming a

“communicating prosthesis”; a

camcorder records memories, thus

becoming an “emotional prosthesis”;

internet extends one’s knowledge,

thus becoming an “intellectual

prosthesis”; a social network helps

meet people, thus becoming a

“relational prosthesis”; a 3d virtual

environment allows us to enter new

dimensions, thus becoming a

“cognitive prosthesis”; and so on.

All these kinds of prosthesis,

compared to the artifacts of the pre-

computer age, have the same

purpose to extend the capacity of

human actions, but this purpose is

obtained through the use of

technologies which absorb the

information and allow these objects

to act independently from our direct

action – to have, finally, some

capacities of behavioral autonomy.

It happened to all of us to receive a

spam message, to be warned by the

computer program we were using

that we were doing something wrong,

to cross the border between two

states and notice that our cell phone

connects automatically to the local

provider, and we noticed that these

actions take place independently from

our will.
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These experiences have in common

the behavioral properties and the

capacity of action of technological

artifacts, characteristics we could

define “auto-nomatics”(1), coinage of a

word that unites autonomy (auto-)

and the automation of the action (-

matics, from automatic), but also

highlights that in the middle there is a

“nomos”, that is coding rules and

modalities which are established by

the designer. Nomos therefore

indicates the existence of a designer

who establishes the “operational

mode” of the object with respect to

its environment and the stimuli it

receives: in other words, the artifact’s

behavior.

Interaction designers, naturally, are

not the only professional figure to

take care of defining how an object or

a system has to act, since these

aspects are properly managed also by

computational sciences and

knowledge.At this point, it seems

necessary to ask ourselves “who is an

interaction designer”? What are his

knowledge and specific

competences? In other words, why

companies operating internationally

in the technology fields – i.e.

Microsoft, Google, Sony, or Swiss

companies like Swisscom, BSI, FFS,

Micron, Datamars etc., should use an

interaction designer to realize their

products and services? What are the

results that an interaction designer

should guarantee, compared to other

intellectual and professional figures?

We can theorize 3 possible answers,

which come from considerations

concerning the whole field of design.

The first answer comes from the

assumption that a designer should

always guarantee a formal result.

Naturally, we have to wonder what is

a formal result, since as the common

sense goes, a designer is always

considered an aesthete, a professional

who takes care of the “clothing” of

things, i.e. of giving the right style to a

car’s body.

It is necessary to clarify that the

formal result can be defined as a

configurational synthesis of aesthetic

and technological aspects. When

devising and projecting a new

product, a designer should be able to

give it an innovative shape, since this

becomes the medium that expresses

how that specific object works,

operates, is used, thus acting as a

medium carrying its value.
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Let’s consider the iPod, Apple’s MP3

player, a product which had an

enormous sales success and that

offers a variety of functions nowadays

common to every other MP3 player.

We can affirm, without fearing to be

contradicted, that the success of this

product depends mainly on its design,

on its looks which meets the public’s

favor.At a closer analysis, we can see

that the shape of this object was not

generated by a designer’s whim, but

instead it comes from the fact that it

expresses the concept and technical

of the project, which is invented

starting from an analysis of how to

interact with a digital information. The

shape of iPod is not that of a simple

parallelepiped. It comes from the

exigence to interact in the easiest way

possible, with musical files organized

in a tree structure.This happened by

projecting only one mode of

interaction, which consists in the

circular-shaped key, which through

only one simple gesture – the

movement of a thumb – allows the

users to manipulate the files

contained in the object.

This shape that expresses its technical

reasons and has its own affordance

(2), is the result that the interaction

designer should guarantee. The

second result that an interaction

designer should guarantee, through

products and services he projects, is

to influence and modify the user’s

behavior.

When at the end of the 1970s engineer

Nobutoshi Kihara created for Sony the

portable audio cassette player, later

launched on the market with the

name Walkman, he introduced a big

change in the habits of music

listening. From that moment on, the

listening phase has never been

confined to a specific place – a room

or living room at home – but it could

happen in the most disparate places

and moments: in the bus, in the

underground, during the sports

activity or at work. The portability of

music has allowed new behaviors and

modified lifestyles. The iPod

represents a further evolution of this

phaenomenon, but in terms of new

modes of fruition, made possible by

the unceasing process of digitalization

of information, and thanks to its

diffusion and accessibility through the

web. Likewise, services like banking

and booking on-line allow users to

control their bank account, to pay by

wire transfer and book a vacation,

without physically going to a bank or

a travel agency: everything happens

through the computer or a mobile

communication device.

The necessity to act on the behavior

of users, describes the special

competence of a designer to define

new typologies of objects and

services, to interpret the

technological innovation in order to

generate a product innovation. A

designer should guarantee that an
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artifact, as a “type”, brings with it its

own reasons of use.

.

Lastly, the third result an interaction

designer should guarantee, is the

finality and/or communication

intentionality of a product or a

service, that is the functions that

trigger a new meta-story. The

pervasivity of computers and the

convergence between the Internet

and the “real world” allow them to

project communicative dynamics and

productive processes which generate

new contents, relations and

aestethics. The definition of a

product’s features, of its

characteristics, has a double

communicative value: it allows the

designer to establish the peculiar

functions of a product, and to extend

the actions – of both the product and

the user – to the world around them.

The possibility to send short text

messages through a cell phone

modifies social dynamics, while

YouTube triggers kinds of production

and publication that span from the

amateurish to the televisive

production. Convergence between

the mass-media and the computer

pervasiveness, are the field where

grows the properly intellectual activity

of an interaction designer, who

creates new techno-social

interactions through his projecting

actions.

Bruce Sterling, by introducing the

concept of 

Internet Of Things

 (3),

opens a scenario where technological

artifacts tend to be objects +

information, where the role of a

designer consists of activating devices

and processes which automatically

generate information.

The auto-nomatics properties enter

into traditional objects and increment

the communicational possibilities

between man and object, but they are

potentially able to bring them to

crisis. The designer, in this case,

should guarantee that the artifact is

conceived and prepared to generate

the most appropriate meta-stories.

Due to all these reasons, the discipline

of interaction design is an intellectual

practice, which by culturally adopting

technology, concretely bears on

everyone’s lives.
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Note:

(1) The term auto-nomatic was born in

the context of analysis of

communicative computerized

systems, even if the meaning it carries

extend to all artifacts which

incorporate computer and micro-

electronic components. For an in-

depth examination of the reasons

which led to the creation of the term

auto-nomatic, see the introduction

“Perché auto-nomatico” (Why auto-

nomatics) contained in Massimo

Botta, Design dell’informazione
Tassonomie per la progettazione di
sistemi grafici auto-nomatici (Desing
of Information, Taxonomies for the
projecting of graphical auto-nomatics
systems), editions Valentina Trentini

2006.

(2) The term affordance indicates the

quality of an object to hint through its

shape at its possible use. The term

was introduced by psychologist

James J.Gibson and used by Donald

Norman in Human-Computer

Interaction. For more information, see

James J. Gibson, 

The ecological
approach to visual perception

,

Houghton Mifflin, Boston and Donald

Norman,

 The Design of Everyday
Things

 (1988, originally under the title

The Psychology of Everyday Things)

(Newprint 2002).

(3) Internet of things, indicates that in

this moment there are technologies

which allow objects to have an

informational content, and to

exchange – between one another and

with the Internet – these pieces of

information. The main technology

which supports this process is RFID

(Radio-frequency identification), a

small circuit with an antenna which

allows objects to receive and transmit

a radio signal. This technology is at

the base of for example electronic

cards and keys. To understand the

scenario which spans from this

technology, see Bruce Sterling,

Shaping Things

 (2005).

 

 

This article was first published on
“Cenobio”, N. 2, Anno LVII, aprile-
giugno 2008, pp. 48-52.
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Seismographs Of Time. A Conversation With
Roberto Paci Dalo’

Enrico Pitozzi

Among the main figures of

contemporary experimentation,

Roberto Paci Dalò is a director,

multimedia artist and

composer/performer. He is director

and creator of the Giardini Pensili

group. His research develops within

an area that goes from the

development of radio interventions to

sound installations; from the

development of plays to the building

of virtual stages like the Itaca project

commissioned by the Teatro di Roma

and directed by Mario Martone (1999-

2000), passing through the

development of the film that, as in the

case of Petròleo México (2004) was

presented at the Locarno

International film festival.

Through his interest in the

contamination of languages, Paci Dalò

put the intersection between different

disciplinary territories at the centre of

his artistic attention, which vary from

the organisation of

telecommunication systems applied

to artistic processes to the semantic-

dramatic redefinition of new

technologies applied to the mise-e-

-scène.

Many of his works have become radio

pieces, interactive sound/video

installations and online projects. In

1993 he won the 

Berliner
Künstlerprogramm des DAAD Prize. 

A

pioneer in the use of the internet and

the integration of analogical and

digital technologies, he created and

presented his own works,

commissioned by radio and TV

companies, museums and festivals

especially in Italy, Austria, Germany

and Canada. He lived in Rome, Berlin

and Naples with long residences in

Vancouver. Paci Dalò created on-line

projects where a distributed

interactivity is of great importance.
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Photo courtesy by Giardini Pensili

From the point of view of aesthetical

categories, Paci Dalò’s work is marked

by a penetration into territories that

deal with the discussion of sight and

sound perception, working on the

border of subliminal processes that

find a direct compatibility in the

organisation of visual and auditory

architecture that tend to immerge the

spectator into the work. In other

words, it is a work that develops into

an organic and compositional

dimension, where the subliminal

component of artistic communication

gives consistency to the works and

flows into the spectators’ perception

like an underground current. This

dimension manifests itself in the folds

of sound and image that Dalò designs

like a meaningful constellation, letting

a tension emerge between an evident

and tangible dimension – the

dimension of the visible scene – and

an intangible and underground one

that make it possible.

Paci Dalò has also taught at the

University of Siena and collaborates

with different Universities in Europe

and Canada. He’s a member of the

Internationale Heiner Müller

Gesellschaft in Berlin and artistic

director of Velvet Factory – space for

arts (Rimini, Italy). Between the most

recent works there is Italia anno zero
(2004), created with Olga Neuwirth

(Wien Modern, MaerzMusik Berlin and

others), Kol Beck Living Strings (WDR

Colonia). He created the label L’Arte
dell’Ascolto in 2004. Within his most

recent productions is Animalie (2002),

a scenic commentary of L’aperto by

Giorgio Agamben, Stelle della sera
(2005) created from texts by Gabriele

Frasca, Organo Magico Organo Laico

(2006) created for REC – Festival di

Reggio Emilia, Cenere (2006) at the

Teatro di Monfalcone, L’assedio delle
ceneri (2008) for the Napoli Teatro

Festival, Roter Schnee (2009) live set /

performance at the Uovo Festival – O’

Milano, Atlas of Emotion Stream
(2009) sound/video installation

commissioned PAN Palazzo delle Arti

di Napoli and inspired by the book

Atlante delle emozioni by Giuliana

Bruno.

In view of the recent addition of

Roberto Paci Dalò in the multimedia

agency Digimade (with two titles, the

version of the video Roter Schnee and

the most recent Magnetica), this

interview wants to be a presentation

and reflection of the work of one of

the most interesting contemporary

audiovisual “composers”. But it isn’t
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really an interview, it’s more like a

constant and deep discussion

between interviewer and interviewee,

question after answer, a stream of

intellectual consciousness that

touches many aspects of the vast

productions by Roberto Paci Dalò. In

this conversation he is revealed in all

his artistic and cultural profundity and

preparation..

Photo courtesy by Giardini Pensili

Enrico Pitozzi: I would like to start

with a general thought regarding the

concept of composition. This

organises all of the levels, be they

visual or auditory, of your

interventions. Composition has to do

with drama, and therefore with

editing. Could you talk about this

aspect?

Roberto Paci Dalò: I think of the work

composition referring to different

parameters, aside from the purely

acoustic dimension of sound and

music. Music, as is common

knowledge, is just a small part in the

immense world of sound. Often the

two are confused, using the word

music as a synonym for the word

sound. We could say that sound

contains music in itself, in a

formalised way. Music therefore is a

moment or condition for sound.

Talking about sound we refer to the

whole gamma of what is audible, and

it is necessary, in this sense, to think

of a compositional process that

incorporates noise and soundscape as

a whole. Furthermore, on a first level,

when talking about composition of

scenic works, one must go back to an

intervention that involves the editing

of all the levels. Composition cannot

not regard, on both sides, a reflection

on time and on different dimensions.

It’s a question of sculpturing the time

of every intervention, as Andrej

Tarkovskij would say, be it on a

performance level or on an installation

or sound level. On a second level, the

term composition goes back to the

relationship, or rather, the balance

between different materials in the

mise-en-scène; this means that a

show generated from text doesn’t

succumb to this. In conclusion, when

talking of composition, this refers to

the complex form through which a

work unfolds itself. When Cage

quotes Coomaraswamy who says that

imitation of nature is in his process,

it’s not an imitation of form, but of its

structure, something more complex

than exterior visibility. To compose

therefore has to do with the
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assumption of responsibility regarding

a process

Enrico Pitozzi: On the horizon of your

composition another important

aspect of your work can be

collocated: the archive. The archive of

images and sounds that, composed,

bring together the aesthetical level of

your work

Roberto Paci Dalò: All in all the

archive is a text. To work in an archive

means to work on materials in a

dramatic sense. The selection is the

cardinal operation of this process. But

even in this case drama is not

necessarily connected to the writing

of a text, but rather goes back to the

weaving of a scene. It’s a work that

has a lot to do with memory and it’s

levels. The archive is of absolute

importance; I like to refer to an

archive because it means that you

have to deal with unknown, obsolete

or forgotten material. I’m thinking of

an example of work created from an

archive of a war museum in Rovereto

made by Gianikian and Ricci Lucchi,

where the repertory images become

something new if organised with an

organic logic. This all becomes more

important from the moment that

there is an encounter/conflict with

the net, which is in fact an enormous

database. The creation of a database,

therefore the organisation and

research of materials, allows for the

realisation of other operations.

Moving onto the single components

of your question, it is necessary to

underline that an image, compared to

a sound, is much less defined, it’s

adherence to reality is much more

different: in the first case a recorded

voice remains the same object, made

of the same substance, in the other, I

refer to a photo of a face or a film, it is

something that can at most evoke the

original object. For this reason

working with voices from the past,

like for example with Mussolini’s voice

for 

Italia anno zero

 (created in 2004

with the same Austrian composer

Olga Neuwirth) is something that

immediately drags the listener into a

precise universe. I often work with

materials that have been used; it’s the

same principle that governs the use of

words and writing; I refer in particular

to Heiner Müller who rewrote his own

texts continuously starting from

material that had already been used.

The archive grows slowly and is

continuously modified by the creation

of new operations. The works that

come from it have connections

between them: the materials. The

strength of these materials emerges,

making a sound or voice travel

through time and present itself as a

track.
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Enrico Pitozzi:  Could you talk about

the use of an archive in a work like

Animalie (2002)?

Roberto Paci Dalò: Animalie comes

from a text by Giorgio Agamben,

L’aperto. Man and beast. This text is,

in its nature, impossible to stage. For

me the only way to confront it is to do

so speculatively: that means reading

the text from the composition of

another text that relates to it.

Animalie is a commentary. I chose the

parts of text like reference points,

especially the more evocative parts

from a theory point of view;

afterwards Giorgio Agamben’s voice

was recorded and these fragments

were elaborated through a granular

synthesis process

Enrico Pitozzi: A level of organisation

of material that, in some way, made it

possible thanks to the process of

molecularisation of what is digital.

Could you talk about this aspect?

Roberto Paci Dalò: Elaboration begins

through a decomposition and a re-

composition of sound, operated from

a minimum of fragments. Inside this

process what is relevant is that I did

not work with synthetic sound alone;

the result of granular synthesis

depends solely on materials used and

qualitative parameters imposed on

the program. A file of a voice part by

Giorgio Agamben, of 4 seconds, is

processed through granular synthesis

to give life to 4 minutes of sound. It’s

clear that in these 4 minutes a lot of

things happen from an acoustic point

of view that transcend the original

material.

Enrico Pitozzi:  But the original

material, in this case Agamben’s

voice, becomes a sort of matrix whose

final sound carries a memory that it

cannot forget

Roberto Paci Dalò: Yes, in part it can

be described in this way. And it is for

this aspect that I worked on the issue

of memory. In a certain sense the

soundscape of Animalie is built on a

voice track by Agamben that, in itself,

is unrecognisable. An interesting and

random aspect that derives from the

treatment of sound material, is that

starting from certain parameters

applied to voice it was possible to

produce sounds that evoke animal

voices; so Agamben’s text, treated

with granular synthesis, appears

unrecognisable in the scene, but in its
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place the voices of the objects of the

discussion emerge. The animal is

evoked through the author’s voice

who, in turn, becomes a beast. The

work done for Animalie, thanks to the

process of granular synthesis, is

oriented to the heights of sound, so

that the sound wave can expand

further. The impression is that of

entering into Agamben’s imagination

through a path conceived through all

the modulations that from the grain of

his voice go to the final sound. This

has made the acoustic spectrum of

the performance a paradoxical

acoustic Polaroid by Agamben.

Photo courtesy by Alexandra Purcaru

Enrico Pitozzi: The soundscape seems

to take on the whole development of

the scene, to the detriment of

visualscapes and the treatment of

images..

Roberto Paci Dalò: … it’s an acoustic

scene that absorbs all the aspects,

until it has a greater perceptive and

sensorial impact on the spectator

compared to the impact an image

could have. The important thing from

the point of view of theatre and

drama is that sound, which is

apparently abstract, acts on

parameters that are connected to the

body more than images are. It’s as if

the images are always outside the

body, arrive later, as if they maintain a

certain distance as well as having a

scarce immersive capacity; whereas

sound is immediate and penetrating,

scopic, and hits senses directly. It’s

very physical and that has a specific

technical explanation: a series of

frequencies provoke certain vibrations

and resonances. These vibrations

resonate on a double level: on the

level of spatial architecture and on a

physical level.

Enrico Pitozzi:  But visualscapes are

determined by a process of

digitalisation of data. Could you talk

about the visual horizon of Animalie?

Roberto Paci Dalò: The projected

images are created live, using

software created by Tom Demeyer

while he was working with the STEIM

foundation, a research centre for the

development of instruments for the

creation of electronic performances,
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in Amsterdam. This system allows the

images that come from a stage to be

captured in order to modify them in

real time and project them onto a big

screen positioned at the front of the

stage, in certain sequences of the

performance

Enrico Pitozzi: As  ell as the visual and

sound intervention in Animalie, there’s

work on repeated movement. In its

articulation this seems to recall the

spinning of a web, thus creating

continuity with the animal world as it

is given in the text by Agamben.

Could you talk about this movement?

Roberto Paci Dalò: There are two

phases of movement; on the one

hand the first part is given to a

repetitive structure, marked by the

repetition of certain modules and

speeds. This is composed of strict

movements that come from martial

arts. They make you think about an

animal-like horizon; in any case they

aren’t simply decorative movements.

They work with intensity and energy.

The second part on the other hand is

in counterpoint with the first. The

spider’s web, which it refers to and is

associated to the movement of the

performer, doesn’t draw an

amorphous space, but rather a space

laced with tension; it works on

structure, like in an engineer’s work.

This is very important from the point

of view of structure; the movement is

equivalent to this process, at least

from the point of view of the rigueur

of the internal organisation.

Photo courtesy by Chico de Luigi

Enrico Pitozzi:  I would like to go back

to sound and in particular, the work

on voice. I would distinguish, in your

production, two ways of intervening

on the acoustic spectrum. On the one

hand work is dispersed like in the

intervention on Agamben’s voice for

Animalie; on the other I would identify

a repetitive structure, at times

hypnotic even. This second aspect is

present in Stelle della Sera (2005).

Could you talk about this?

Roberto Paci Dalò: Agamben’s text is,

as it is known, not a theatrical text.

But the two texts composed by

Gabriele Frasca for Stelle di Sera, are

extracts from some of his complex

work articulated in 5 parts. These are

thought out for the mise-en-scene.

One of the two is a text composed of

hidden hendecasyllables; therefore

even if these aren’t immediately

recognisable, the hendecasyllable has
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such a metric force that it can impose

a rhythm that can be worked on. I’ll

come to your question: the secret of

these texts is the dynamic of

implosion that they hide. They are so

full of evoked images, that they create

a short circuit that transcends the

text. This becomes a way toward

trance. They are texts thought out and

written so that they can be

disintegrated into a vocal flux

Enrico Pitozzi:  Can we connect the

two works, even if they are so

different, in research on the voice

beyond the pure significance of the

word?

Roberto Paci Dalò: What connects

them is this notion of trance. The idea

and desire to build a machine that

intervenes on perception,

independently from the initial

materials. The work can come from a

visual suggestion, a text or a sound.

Trance creates a series of relations

with other concepts like that which I

just mentioned, perception, but also

with other key words like senses. All

this is to create something, like the

theatre, that deals with the extra-

ordinary. In October 2006 we created,

at the Teatro Valli di Reggio Emilia,

Organo Magico Organo Laico, an

exhibition connected to theatre-

music. This work was part of a bigger

project, commissioned to different

composers, on an object, a wind

organ that was to be on stage the

whole time. That is something quite

unusual for an opera theatre that had

been built halfway through the 19th

century. Therefore the direction came

from this musical component, as if it

were the making of an opera. In this

work, which was developed with

Roberto Fabbi, we intervened with a

text built on different scores thought

out and written for the organ. On the

one hand we worked on the mise-e-

-scène, on the other we used our

sensitivity and our specific

instruments. We treated the Teatro

Valli like an object we had found,

operating on its structure like a site-

specific work. We listened to the

space, like we do with hangars or an

industrial site or any other

unconventional site.

Enrico Pitozzi:  How did you deal with

the relationship between space,

images and sound?

Roberto Paci Dalò: First of all we put

the audience on the stage and the

stalls, inserting them in two locations

that traditionally were separate. We

covered the whole perimeter of the

stages with white tulle, which then

became a sort of semi-transparent

protection. The structure of the

theatre, or rather, its architectural

skeleton, was semi-visible but at the

same time the environment was more

immersive. All of the actors were also

semi-visible, in the sense that they

were off-stage, therefore visible to
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the people on stage; they were

physically hidden from the audience

in the stalls, who could only see them

on the projections. In the light of a

site-specific work, we asked the

technicians of the theatre to reset the

light system of the theatre so that we

could control it directly from the

director’s booth, controlling all the

lights, the foyer, and the lights inside

the stages. In this way we literally

made the theatre pulsate for the

whole duration of the event,

transforming the architecture into a

real animal made tangible through the

breath of the light in counterpoint

with the sound.

Photo courtesy by Giardini Pensili

Enrico Pitozzi:  Both of the works

mentioned make me think of a

consideration inherent to the

dramatisation of the technological

space: the geometric space, its

volume, becomes a sensitive

environment, to use an expression

from Studio Azzurro. Could you tell

me about the construction of this

environment in relation to the

dramatisation of the media?

Roberto Paci Dalò: The issue of new

media mostly regards the necessity of

their intervention. Let’s consider the

work process on a sound, and talk

about its spatiality in an environment.

Sound always has an immersive

character; we are always in an ocean

of sounds, as David Toop would say.

This means building a sound

environment in a given space where

the audience can be placed, thanks to

the disposition of speakers. Sound is

managed through particular software

so that it moves through the

audience. This procedure puts the

audience, say, in front of a two

dimensional scene but at the same

time – as in some work by Bob Wilson

created with Hans-Peter Kuhn – in an

acoustic scene. The possibility of

working on the multiplication of the

points of diffusion allow them to

operate on an archive composed of a

few elements that multiply in their

spatial distribution. The same sound,

when disposed in the space,

immediately creates another complex

perception. Compared to the image,

for Organo Magico Organo Laico
technology of the glance was

connected to the semi-visibility of the

actors. The use of video projectors in

real time, elaborated from the

director’s booth, and all the other

cameras used to record the mise-e-

-scène, needed the intervention of
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digital instruments. Digital

instruments, intended as a process,

facilitate the creation of immersive

environments for sound and for

images. Video projection is in fact

light, but a light that creates and

defines a space. The use of these

technologies allows me to create

sensorial and perceptive

environments, taking advantage of

immaterial components. However this

notion must be discussed, because

nothing is more material than sound…

Enrico Pitozzi:  Could you push this

distinction further? In this direction it

would be necessary to clarify a much-

misinterpreted point: between the

real and the virtual for example…

Roberto Paci Dalò: …There’s no doubt

on this point, these are precise

examples that can be discussed. Let’s

start by considering the open issue:

material and immaterial. Let’s take

these two examples. Usually there’s a

tendency to believe light, as well as

sound, are immaterial components.

But sound creates an impressive

materiality, as does light. Let’s think of

the work of precision, based on the

physical laws, which allow a sound to

be delivered or light to be diffused.

Both work in one way or another, on

the construction of spaces; think of

the resonances a sound can produce,

or the different shades that a light can

create. This depends on the

relationship between these elements

and the physical environment they are

in. I refer to the diversity of a reverb

that a sound can have in an Italian

theatre, or in a factory, or how light

reflects on an opaque or transparent

surface, or dimensions or

frequencies… So it is from these

examples that the distinction

between material and immaterial

should be abandoned. On these

suppositions, as you say, it would be

necessary to deconstruct the

opposition between virtual and real,

thinking of them as dimensions or

levels of a unique process in

continuous transformation.

Photo courtesy by Chico de Luigi

Enrico Pitozzi:  The discussion of

reverb of sound and the shades of

light, as for movement, make me

think about the relationship that is

created on stage between the

presence or absence of entities. I

don’t think that one can talk about a

unique dimension that is present or

absent. But it is necessary to think of

all the intermediate figures in this
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polarity. In Cieli altissimi retrocedenti
(1998) and in Animalie (2002) there’s a

relationship between the physical

body and its reproduction that is

inscribed in this environment. Could

you talk about their relationship?

Roberto Paci Dalò: From the point of

view of dramatisation the fact of

having to decide on the physical

possibilities of the materialisation of a

body is interesting. The actor, as he or

she appears on stage, through the use

of technologies can become

something else. This creates a

problem. The point is: what is this

other thing and of what nature is it

determined? It could have to do with

multiple personalities. Working on

voice, for example: to make it so a

male voice can become female. This

was a turning point for Laurie

Anderson. I’m particularly interested

in this kind of intervention. Through

different methods it’s possible to

evoke the voice of someone who is no

longer here.

Concerning the body, and the

relationship with its reproduction, I

believe we can talk about an

analogous process. First we must

decide what it’s about: whether it’s a

work based on pre-existing material

or real-time manipulation; therefore

the body multiplies, it becomes a

module. Another level to take into

consideration is the live element, the

real time that also contains an

element of transformation. It’s the live

event that puts something in motion

that relates to post-production, as a

level of complexity, but that is still

made there, on the spot, sharing it

physically in the same space. The new

media act in this way like a

magnifying glass, amplifying or

reducing sounds, images, words,

giving new points of view on

apparently normal or infinitely small

things to be perceived. Technologies

intervene to alter the perceptiveness

of the elements. I think that the

distance transmission of images can

offer interesting solutions. Recently

the extraordinary show Eraritjaritjaka
– musée des phrases by Heiner

Goebbels made me think about this

aspect.

For a good part of the show live

images were projected in the hall of

the actor as he walked through Rome,

until he got a cab and then went

home. The scenic action was in the

theatre but was being carried out

elsewhere. This use of technology got

me thinking, it was a demonstration

of the fact that we can transcend the

classic uses of the media and thanks

to their intelligent use, it is possible to

expand the scene beyond its

boundaries. I think that this is another

demonstration of the fact that it is

necessary to think of technologies for

their specific qualities and not in

respect to their interchangeableness.

It’s also important to understand the
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fragility of a device. I like thinking of

how technologies intervene not only

to expand the scene, but also to

reduce it’s size, in order to create

minimal and restricted spaces. I don’t

like thinking of using technology in

one direction. Until now we have

witnessed, and at times are still

witnessing, a vision of technologies

that in relation to the body, expand.

The idea is of expansion. I like to work

on the lacking of something or on the

subtraction

Enrico Pitozzi: You talked about

technologies as new perceptions of

new horizons. Here the issue is, in my

point of view, not that of perceiving

form through a representation, but

evidencing the internal passages that

conduct to the form itself, losing its

camouflage. Could you go back to the

discussion of perception for our

conclusion?

Roberto Paci Dalò: First of all, I refer

to a triangular perception that is in

constant relationship with the space

(intended as an environment made of

sound, light, smell, temperature,

volumes, etc), the actor and the

spectator. This triangle allows for a

constant exchange of information on

different levels that change

incessantly, be it made of single

components or the relationship

between them. These are the grades

of transformation that you refer to,

these are nothing but tensions that

organise materials on a compositional

point of view. This process is central,

but it is so as much as it is working

with recognisable formats. This is due

to the interface that you wish to

privilege. I think that this last aspect is

very important, because it brings with

it the level of access to the work from

the public. I like accessible interfaces.

This doesn’t mean simplifying

language; rather working on different

levels, and the complexity is

organised in relation to a subjective

perception in constant change. Once

this accessibility limit has been

surpassed, it’s possible to go deeper,

intervening on variations, even if

minimal, induced on a perceptive and

sensorial level.

Photo courtesy by Giardini Pensili

Enrico Pitozzi:  In the logic of

composition, which puts into action

different territories of the scene,

Roter Schnee (2009) has the

characteristics of a magnetic field,

built around a series of vibrations of

sound-light that contain the text by
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Heiner Müller. In other words, there’s

an organic line, telluric and

underground, that crosses the

different materials, could you talk

about this aspect of the work and its

composition?

Roberto Paci Dalò: If I must think of a

telluric and underground line that

crosses my work (not just Roter
Schnee) I think of the relationship

with voice. In other works I worked

with voices like Julian Beck, Benito

Mussolini, Giorgio Agamben, Amelia

Rosselli, Gabriele Frasca. I elaborated

these voices through granular

synthesis creating immersive acoustic

environments with the intent of

collocating the spectator literally

“inside the head” of these voices. This

means a construction of a

dramatisation of sound and space

that doesn’t just work of texts by

authors – as in the case of Heiner

Müller – but uses the voices as a

scenic space, a place for dramatic

action.

Similarly to a page of a manuscript by

Heiner Müller, Roter Schnee is an

electric field. A place activated by

history and people. A transmitting

station, a device that creates

vibrations, pulses, lightning, flashes,

shadows, falls, missing parts between

external and internal. An alchemic

location where materials are

transformed. It’s a suspended state, a

hallucination, where different times

meet. Roter Schnee is not a new form

but a live format thought of as a real

scenic happening inscribed in the

dramatisation of the space, of sound

and of words. A fluid and foggy place

where some scenic elements are

animals. White on white, where

images projected onto different

surfaces appear, where the

architecture of the glance is

superimposed with the invisible

architecture of sound. The work is

open to the voice of Heiner Müller

who introduces us into his world

through his own voice

Enrico Pitozzi: Another work that has

kept you busy recently is L’assedio

delle Ceneri (2008) developed in the

Napoli Teatro Festival. Here the

reflection moves onto a production

that puts into play other key words, a

line of intervention that works in close

contact with a traditionally Baroque

space that was the Church of Certosa

di San Martino. Could you talk about

the inner articulation of the work, and

in this context, the “dramatisation of

the space” that resulted from it?

Roberto Paci Dalò: The mise-en-scène

of Assedio delle Ceneri worked on

materials constricting them and

expanding them at the same time to

create an immersive dimension of

siege. When the actors were flung

into the emptiness of the space, the

trembling lights created the

geographies of faces and bodies on
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the one hand, and on the other

identified spaces, places, paths and

created an “electric field” of dramatic

action. I had then created a smoke

blanket (a kind of lake of vapour that

evoked a Chinese painting) that

occupied the whole church from

which the Baroque architecture

emerged. In other words the heavy

architecture was resting on top of

lightness.

The original musical composition was

played live, built on scores from texts

to create a subtle and participating

counterpoint with the voices of the

actors. Music where there were

talking voices, electric sounds,

instruments like the harpsichord and

the viola da gamba. The sounds came

from many places, many directions.

The audience found itself inside a

surrounding field of sound, immersive,

dynamic and absorbed from the

outside through sound waves.

Photo courtesy by Giardini Pensili

Enrico Pitozzi:  You’re currently

working on a project called Magnetica

(2009). I believe that this

term/concept is central to your

current phase of work. It recollects a

subliminal dimension of the treatment

of visual-sound materials. If until now

the aesthetical line of your work was

an “organic line” – meaning that it was

marked by prevalently figurative

references – this project seems to

inaugurate an “abstract line” where

pulsations, deep vibrations

predominate the treatment of visual-

sound materials, a kind of

seismograph that draws an abstract

constellation, a diagram of points and

connections inside matter. Could you

go further with the passage that

brought you here in this narrative

dimension, connected to the

treatment of materials, and this new

direction that seems to go toward the

abstract?

Roberto Paci Dalò: I feel the necessity

to go deeper with the work direction

where there is a less figurative

relationship between visual and sound

materials. I have deep film training so

for me it is natural to work with

figurative video images. With

Magnetica I would like to go beyond

my usual modalities of working and

literally enter into the image of the

shape of a sound wave. I want to work

on poetry of pure geometric forms, of

perfection of numbers. This work is

conceived with artist Alexandra

Purcaru whom I work with on the
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development of the “magnetic” device

made of force fields and continuous

relocations of materials. I think of the

Letter on the Magnet of Peter

Peregrinus of Maricourt (1296), who

introduced the concept and

terminology of the two poles, North

and South, of the magnet, explaining

how to determine their exact position,

describing interactions, reciprocates,

attraction and repulsion, and

proposes the experiment of the

broken magnet. If you divide a

magnet in two, trying to separate the

two poles, you get two similar

magnets (each one a copy of the

opposite poles). Because the concept

can go on until infinity this supposes

that natural magnetism has its origin

in atomic properties of matter. I think

of Magnetica as a cartography, like a

journey guided by sounds and flashes.
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Peter Chilvers: Visual And Tactical Music
Matteo Milani

Generative music is a term coined

by Brian Eno years ago to describe

music generated by a system, that is

ever changing and varied, and that

follows some rules. Ambient music –

whose founding father is Eno –

is “music created to fill a given space,

that can either be listened to carefully

or as easily ignored”.

“Up to 20 years ago or maybe more, I
got interested in those processes that
can produce music without a specific
purpose” Eno asserts. “The first
example of this concept are the
Aeolian bells. If you build a set of
eolian bells, you can determine the
packaging in which music can
‘happen’, but you can’t precisely
define the way in which music will be
programmed through time. It’s only a
way to produce music not entirely
defined.” – Brian Eno

I’ve recently had the opportunity to

interview the musician and software

designer Peter Chilvers, co-founder of

the Burning Shed record label. He has

composed various generative music

soundtracks for the Creatures games

(released by Gameware Development)

and he has put into reality Brian Eno’s

ideas, by creating together with him

three iPhone and iPod Touch

applications. These new

“programmes” (Bloom, Air and Trope)

are set between disk and audiovisual,

between album and “mobile”

installation, all of them collected in

such a widespread device, that has

widened the territory won by Apple in

the last years.

“These generative systems depend a
lot from the connections of the
observer/listener”, Eno said. “In my art
there’s no synchronization of audio
tracks and lights, even if people thinks
there is. Synchronization is inside
them.” – Brian Eno.
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After a climb with iPod and iTunes

Music Store, the greatest music store

on the net, the revolution Multi-

Touch in mobile computing has

recently started in the consumer’s

sector, as well as in the professional

one: new devices are emerging just to

determine again the perception

experience with new stimuli of

synaesthetic kind with the

introduction of more and more

sophisticated sensors to reach a

visual, audio and tactile overlap.

“There are three alternatives : live,
recorded and generative music.
Generative music enjoys by both its
precursors. It is always different, as
live music is. As for recorded music, it
is free from space and time limits: you
can listen to it anywhere when you
want. And it also keeps another asset
from recorded music: it can be
composed through empirical
methods. With this I mean that you
can listen to it as long as it is being
produced: it isn’t influenced by the
long process that is proper to
composed-written-a-
d-played-music.” – Brian Eno

Eno has chosen the Apple platform to

distribute his “generative software”,

and it is a development environment

that is being used even in his

installation 77 Million Paintings, where

the artist explores sound and light to

reach further aesthetic possibilities:

the title comes in fact form the

number of possible combinations of

video and music that can be

generated by a software.

“One of the main aspects of these
images is the fact that there’s no
beginning and no ending ,”says Eno. “I
want them to give the sensation of
neverending.

Peter Chilvers explains the idea that

stands behind this artistic product as

well as he wants to explain the

approach to the use of technology

that allows users to customise their

audio experience: even if Eno and

Chilvers quit control on final result,

they provide us with highly defined

audio samples, but left undone, and

they give us the possibility to

reproduce them as well as to

manipulate them to create an

endlessly varied audio programme.

.

Matteo Milani:  Thanks for your time.

Peter Chilvers as a musician first: few
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words about ‘A Marble Calm’ project.

Peter Chilvers:I happened across the

phrase ‘A Marble Calm’ on holiday a

few years ago, thought it sounded like

an interesting band name, then

started thinking about the type of

band that might be. The more I

thought about it, the more it seemed

to tie up a number of ideas that were

interesting to me: drifting textural

ambient pieces, improvisation and

song. By making it a loose collective,

it’s enabled me to bring in other

vocalists and musicians I’ve enjoyed

working with on other projects –

vocalists Sandra O’Neill (who also

worked with me on ‘Air’ for the

iPhone) and Tim Bowness, marimba

player Jon Hart and flautist Theo

Travis.

Matteo Milani: When did you start

working with generative music?

Peter Chilvers: In the 90′s I worked as

a software developer on the

‘Creatures’ series of games. When we

started on Creatures 2, I was given the

opportunity to take over the whole

soundtrack. The game wasn’t

remotely linear – you spent arbitrary

amounts of time in different locations

around an artificial world, so I wanted

to create a soundtrack that acted

more as a landscape. I ended

developing a set of ‘virtual

improvisers’, constantly generating an

ambient soundscape in the

background – it was quite involved

actually, with its own simple

programming language, although

little of that was visible to the user.

[...] Peter chose to use his background
in improvised music to create an array
of “virtual musicians” that would play
along to the action on screen. Each
composition in Creatures contains a
set of “players”, each with their own
set of instructions for responding to
the mood of the norns on screen.

Peter was able to generate much

more interesting effects using

recorded instruments rather than

using General MIDI sounds generated

by a soundcard, which can often be

quite restrictive. This meant that he

could take advantage of the many

different ways that a note on a “live”

instrument can be played – for

example, on a guitar the sound

changes greatly depending on the

part of the finger used to strike a

string, and on a piano when one note

is played, all the other strings vibrate

too. Also by altering the stereo

effects, he could fatten the sound at

certain times.

He also made use of feedback loops
within the soundtrack. Feedback
loops were first experimented with in
the 1970s – if any of you can
remember Brian Eno, you may be
interested to know he composed
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most of his music then using this
method. The idea is that you play a
track and record it into RAM (onto a
tape back in the 1970s). After about a
short while (around 8 seconds in
Creatures 2), the loop starts and the
original sounds are played back so the
composer carries on creating sounds
in response to what’s gone before.

Behind the scenes, scripts control the

music engine and set the volume,

panning and interval between notes

as the mood and threat changes

[via gamewaredevelopment.co.uk/]

.

Matteo Milani: Why did you choose

the Apple platform to develop the

applications?

Peter Chilvers: I’ve been a huge fan of

Apple products for a long time, and

their timing in releasing the iPhone

couldn’t have been better. Bloom

actually existed in some form

before the iPhone SDK was

announced – possibly before even the

iPhone itself was announced. From

the second we tried running the

prototype, it was obvious that it

really suited a touch screen. And

Apple provided one! The difficulty

developers have faced with

generative music to date has been the

platform. Generative music typically

requires a computer, and it’s just not

that enjoyable to sit at a computer

and listen to music. The iPhone

changed that – it was portable,

powerful and designed to play music.

Matteo Milani:  Who designed the

visualizations of Bloom? Eno himself?

Peter Chilvers: It was something of a

two way process. I came up with the

effect of circles expanding and

disappearing as part of a technology

experiment – Brian saw it and stopped

me making it more complex! Much of

the iPhone development has worked

that way – one of us would suggest

something and the other would filter

it, and this process repeats until we

end up with something neither of us

imagined. Trope, our new iPhone

application went through a huge

number of iterations, both sonically

and visually before we were happy

with it

Matteo Milani: What kind of

algorithms define Bloom’s musical

structure? Are they specifically based

on Brian’s requests or just an

abstraction based on his previous
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works?

Peter Chilvers: Again, this is

something that went back and forth

between us a number of times. As you

can see, anything you play is repeated

back at you after a delay. But the

length of that delay varies in subtle,

but complex ways, and keeps the

music interesting and eccentric. It’s

actually deliberately ‘wrong’ – you

can’t play exactly in time with

something you’ve already played, and

a few people have mistaken this for a

bug. Actually, it was a bug at one

point – but Brian liked the effect, and

we ended up emphasising it. “Honour

they error as a hidden intention” is

something of a recurring theme in

Brian’s work. A forthcoming update to

Bloom adds two new ‘operation

modes’, one of which was designed

specifically to work with the way Brian

prefers playing Bloom.

Matteo Milani: Does the graphic and

audio engine include audio and video

standard libraries or you wrote your

own classes?

Peter Chilvers:I’ve built up my own

sound engine, which I’m constantly

refining and use across all the

applications. It went through several

fairly substantial rewrites before I

found something reliable and

reusable.
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Matteo Milani: Is all the code in

Objective C or did you use any

external application?

Peter Chilvers: It’s all Objective-C. I

hadn’t used the language before,

although I’d worked extensively in C++

in the past. It’s an odd language to get

used to, but I really like it now

Matteo Milani: Is Bloom sample

based? What is music engine actually

controlling (e.g. triggering, volume,

panning, effects)? What about the

algorithmic side of the music engine?

Peter Chilvers: Bloom is entirely

sample based. Brian has a huge library

of sounds he’s created, which I was

curating while we were working on

the Spore soundtrack and other

projects. It’s funny, but the ones I

picked were just the first I came

across that I thought would suit

Bloom. We later went through a large

number of alternatives, but those

remained the best choices. The

version of Bloom that’s currently live

uses fixed stereo samples, but an

update we’re releasing soon applies

some panning to the sounds

depending on the position of each

‘bloom’ on screen. It’s a subtle effect,

but it works rather well.

Matteo Milani: Would you like to

describe your actual and next

projects?

Peter Chilvers: I’ve been involved in

two new applications for the iPhone:

Trope

 and 

Air

. Both Apps were

intended to be released

simultaneously. Trope is my second

collaboration with Brian Eno, and

takes some of the ideas from 

Bloom

 in

a slightly different, slightly darker

direction. Instead of tapping on the

screen, you trace shapes and produce

constantly evolving abstract

soundscapes. Air is a collaboration

with Irish vocalist Sandra O’Neill, and

is quite different to Bloom. It’s a

generative work centred around

Sandra’s vocal textures and a slowly

changing image. It draws heavily on

techniques that Brian has evolved

over his many years working on

ambient music and installations, as

well as a number of the generative

ideas we’ve developed more recently.
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I have just had some interesting news:

Trope has been approved, it should be

in the App Store very soon!

www.generativemusic.com

“Trope is a different emotional
experience – more introspective,
more atmospheric. It shows that
generative music, as one of the
newest forms of sonema, can draw on
a broad palette of moods.”

 

- Brian
Eno.

http://www.burningshed.com

Brian Eno discussing Generative Music

at the Imagination Conference, 1996

www.peterchilvers.com

www.burningshed.com

www.apple.com/pro/profiles/eno
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Climate Justice Action: Precarious United For
Climate Action

Alex Foti

Fighting for Social and Climate
Justice. Because Climate Change
Makes All Precarious.

The economic crisis has heavily hit the

precariat — the sum of those working

non-standard, temporary, part-time

contracts in services and industry —

worse than any other social class.

Millions of precarious youth, women,

immigrants are being made

redundant by the Great Recession.

Unemployment has skyrocketed from

the US to the EU, from Iceland to

Japan. Those responsible for the crisis

— big banks, investment funds, free-

market economists and policy-makers

— whitewash and greenwash without

shame as if nothing happened and go

on with business as usual.

Governments are giving trillions to the

bankers and peanuts to the

permatemps.

Riots and protests are spreading as a

result, also targeting a new wave of

racism and xenophobia, but the

pressure against political and

economic power hasn’t yet been

enough, although an Autumn of Rage

lies in store and this could change the

equation.

Yet on the horizon of this historic

capitalist crisis, an even larger crisis

looms: global heating and climate

change due to fossil-burning capital

accumulation. Humankind is in

danger, and by mid-century millions

and millions could be wiped out from

Earth if overdeveloped economies

don’t cut emissions, i.e. if we don’t

bring into line the major carbon

emitters (oil, coal, energy

conglomerates, manufacturing

corporations and their logistics, the

aviation industry, fast food and

agribusiness, luxury tourism etc.).
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Copenhagen in December is an

excellent opportunity to do so. On

Dec 7-18, the UN Climate Summit —

COP15 — will take place in the Danish

capital, a city with strong radical

traditions and a current history of

rebellious agitation. All

the state and economic élites from all

the countries of the world will

convene at Bella Center in

Copenhagen to seek a successor to

the Kyoto Treaty, including those

powers like the US, China, India who

hadn’t signed it.

The solution to the precarious

question is not going to be found in

the return to the old speculative,

overindebted, overdeveloped,

ecocidal, supremely unequal

consumer economy of yore, the very

same that has been responsible for

the lion’s share of greenhouse

emissions deposited in the

atmosphere over the last three

decades, but in the

fight for a new economic and welfare

system built around the social and

environmental needs of the

precarious strata of society, ensuring

that each human being on Earth is

entitled to the same share of carbon

emissions.

To achieve this, we demand fiscal

distribution via capital, corporate and

carbon taxation to pay for: basic

income for all adults and finance a

reduction in worktime such as the 4-

day week, universal free access to

online knowledge, publicly assisted

p2p social production and sharing,

free public health and higher

education for all, subsidized green

housing and green jobs for all

unemployed wishing to work,

socialized banking funding renewable

energy and sustainable living

community projects, urban and labor

rights of self-organization and self-

unionization, the end of

discrimination and persecution of

immigrants and asylum-seekers, right

to solidarity

strike and statutory minimum wage of

€10/$10/¥1500 per hour, and any

measure geared to giving back power

and the possibility of making power to

the people.

Redistribution of wealth and power

toward the precarious, growth of

immaterial knowledge, cultural

enrichment of

society and massive expansion of

leisure are fundamental social
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conditions for the horizontal, open-

source design of a resilient

postcapitalist society, freeing the time

to pursue ecohacktive and

permacultural activities, giving the

time back to precarized and

frightened people to think collectively

about their own future, also cutting

the need for quick consumption and

instant satisfaction among precarious

service and knowledge workers in the

currently time-starved global society.

.

A strongly relational and solidaristic

economy would fulfill many of the

needs today obviated by

individualized market consumption.

We reject carbon trading (the

cap&trade approach) as a non-

solution to the problem of emission

cuts, as proved by the complete

failure of the EU emissions trading

system.

We expect adequate climate

reparations from the old industrial

powers of the North to the

underdeveloped

economies of the South. We hope the

multigendered and multiethnic

precariat can be the social driver for

local economies of cooperation,

exchange and mutual aid, food and

energy production, just as the

immaterial precariat has been at the

core of the climate camp movement,

to which we have participated

enthusiastically.

The power of markets and

corporations over our lives is backed

by petromilitarism. Fossil capitalism

destroys environments as it precarizes

peoples. We must fight it in

Copenhagen, all together, to unmask

Barroso’s (let’s hope the Irish manage

to finally sack him) and Obama’s

carbon trading and government

bailouts for the rich. They’d

better spend that money in social

transfers, green jobs and renewable

energy, because the Recession

doesn’t do discounts and the Earth

doesn’t do bailouts: act for social

change to avert climate disaster!

Climate Justice Action (CJA,

www.climate-justice-action.org,

follow @actforclimate), the global

movement network that for a year has

been organizing the December 12-16

protests, is calling all movements to

direct action in Copenhagen in the

days from Dec12 (demonstration from

Parliament) to Dec16 (mass action at

Bella Center).
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On December 12, the precarious

organizing the postcapitalist mayday

of precarious and migrants in many

cities of Europe and Japan (and

Canada: no border, no precarity!

www.euromayday.org) call onto all

friends and accomplices across

europe+world to join forces behind

the “Precarious United for Climate

Action” banner, joining the

anticapitalist block

(

http://nevertrustacop.org/Main/Seco

ndCall) at the big demonstration that

will gather every single environmental

organization and activist group on the

planet voicing the need for climate

justice and the responsibility of global

capitalism for environmental disaster,

marching from Parliament to Summit.

.

And on December 16, we ask all

noprecarity activists to join the

pink’n’black PUCA block to push for

climate justice at the RECLAIM

POWER! mass action painstakingly

organized by the CJA Movement

Network around the Bella Center on

that Wednesday. We will produce

postcapitalist subverts, crisis

fortundising, ecohacking, climate

slogans, posters, wotnot, and exhort

you to do the same. On Dec 13, 14, 15

look out for actions on production,

borders, banks, agriculture, north-

south equity.

Info:

Movment Call for Mass Action on

December 16:

www.climatecamp.org.uk/actions/co

penhagen-2009

Climate Action Calendar and Guide

Toward Copenhagen:

http://www.climate-justice-action.or

g/news//climate-action-calend-

r-and-guide-toward-copenhagen/

Twitter:@actforclimate

http://www.climate-justice-action.or

g

http://www.euromayday.org
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Facebook’s Slackers
Loretta Borrelli

Imagine you have a Facebook

account. It isn’t difficult at all. Imagine

you are Danish and live in

Copenhagen and someone asks you

to share a cause aiming to defend the

Stork Fountain, the city symbol, which

is going to be knocked down. If you

were a citizien who belives in the

historical identity of the city where

you live, you would probably share

the cause without problems and

maybe you would also widespread

the idea among your friends. There is

only one thing: this piece of news is

totally false. Nobody has ever thought

to knock down the most important

sightseing of the Danish capital.

If we were talking about fake or prank,

it would be logic to make a parallel � of

course with all the differences of the

case � with the Nike Ground on 01.org

which refers to the Karlsplatz in Wien.

But the author of this action on the

Net was the Danish psychologist

Anders Colding-Jørgensen who

decided to interrupt the experiment

after seeing the number of supporters

going up and reach 28.000 people in

few days.

With this example Evgeny Morozov

began his speech at the Cloud

activism conference which took place

this year in Linz during Ars

Electronica. It is a series of speeches

on activism analized from the point of

view of cloud intelligence. The

Russian journalist and blogger

explicitely declared to be very

sceptical about the activism

campaigns which are trying to change

the world through Facebook or

Twitter. Actually, it is normal to

wonder why 28.000 persons decided

to share a cause that in reality doesn’t

exist. The explanation seems to be the

way in which these causes are felt not

only within Facebook, but also in

social networks in general.

These are in fact a kind of “interior

design” for users who wants to full

their account as they like to. Sherri

Grasmuck‘s studies � sociologist at the

Temple University � clarified how the

users of commercial social networks

reveal their identity in a more implicit
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than explicit way; in other words, all

causes, groups or whatever they

share, explains more their story than

what they explicitly write on

theirselves. These are interesting

explanations, but they do not tell a lot

on their real consequences for

activism.

For this reason Morozov suggests the

emerging of a new practice called

(using a neologism) Slacktivism i.e.

activism practiced by slackers.

Facebook became a kind of

supermarket of identities, in which

sharing causes gives us a feeling of

importance with zero strenght and

inevitably with zero social impact. The

most worrying thing however is the

fact that this practice brought to a

departure from a real effective

support.

We could think that such a practice

for many people is not the beginning

of a real support towards the

resolution of social problems, but it is

the end of this engagement. During

the conference, Morozov tried to

analize the wrong assumptions on

which these campaigns are based.

The most widespread idea is that a

high level of visibility could be

determing in the resolution of a

problem. Therefore it is often asked to

share a couse, open a new one on

different social networks and

widespread them as much as

possible. This could be true for some

cases � above all local cases � but for

global problems using this practice is

at the end counterproducing because

there is no real translation of

awareness into action.

This becomes evident in case of “fund

collection”. A fund collection could be

really more proficuous through these

social networks, but the probability

that those who share the cause at the

and also makes real actions to support

the cause is almost zero. A very

interesting initiative in this sense is

Free Monem’s one for the release of

an Egyptian blogger who invited not

to make donations but to act. His

slogan was: “NOT DONATE; Take

action”. According to the promoter of

this initiative, Sami Ben Gharbia � a

Tunisian activist – the campaign had

been organized to underline the fact

that not only donations are important

but above all actions and also to

underline how many local NGOs had

collected funds without results from

the point of view of the blogger’s

release.
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Many psychologists tried to analize

the phenomenon of political

campaign sharing in the digital world

defining it social loafing. This was

discovered by Max Ringelmann in

1913. The French scientist asked a

group of people to pull together a raw

and discovered that the strenght

applied by each single person was

lower than the one they would have

used if they had had to pull the raw

alone. Morozov explained these

experiments during the conference:

“This is exactly the contrary of

synergy. Experiments normally

demonstrate that we use less energy

in an action when there are other

people doing the same thing with us

(think to the last time you sang

“Happy Birthday”). The core lesson is

that when everybody in a group make

the same simple task, it is impossible

to evaluate each single contribution.

Therefore people inevitably became

lazy and the more pepople are used,

the lower is the social pressure of

each person”. We could therefore

think that finding a common

denominator for all user to convince

them to share a cause in a social

network could actually have a

negative effect on activism and a

stronger engagement of activists who

try to involve single persons.
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The speeches of two other

partecipants to the conference – Xiao

Qiang, Chinese activist and Hamid

Tehrani, Iranian journalist and blogger

� were apparently different from these

analysis.

When the Iranian Green movement

protested in the streets and in the

squares of Teheran, we witnessed a

particular mediatic interest on the use

of Twitter within those groups of

protest. The wrong image which came

from that period was the idea of a

plattform with a key role in the

organizational and spreading tasks of

that demonstrations. This is partly

true, for the spreading task, but not

for the organizational one. During the

conference Tehrani remembered that

Twitter is a banned plattform in

Teheran and the proliferation of

accounts in those days was partly due

to people living abroad who were

constatly updated through e-mail

from friends or relatives.

Moreover this increase was necessary

to create a cover for those people that

in Iran had been able to skirt the

censorship. Through Twitter people

managed to keep the Iranian society

abroad always informed catching the

mediatic interest of the Western

world. What the mass-media told was

therefore false, i.e. the fact that the

number of activists connetted to that

plattform was the number of people

along the streets. This experience is

far away from slacktivism. In this case

even only using this social network

was a political act of criticism against

censorship. Moreover the different

means were used for very different

communication aims than the ones

they were created for.

This approach is possible also in

situations whithout emergency.

Questo tipo di approccio è possibile

anche in situazioni in cui non vi è

l’emergenza degli eventi. The ability to

re-elaborate within the available

means is almost natural in countries

where the informations flow is

censored form high and less high

levels.

Xiao Qiang told about the big

blackout which happenend in China

between the attempt of oppressivly

control the population by the

authorities on one side, and a boost

towards consumption and the use of

new media on the other side.

Therefore groups of Chinese bloggers

ended up constructing a net in which
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single persons can avoide the death of

their own blogs assumine changing

identities within a community that

defined its comunicative codes in the

years. Some of the symbols of power

have been used within this language:

so “river crab” a word that in Chinese

sounds in the same way as “harmony”,

is used to call those blogs that have

been “harmonized”, i.e. run into

censorship. Another example is

“alpaca”, the strange Chinese horse,

symbol of censorship, is used as

password. The Chinese bloggers’

situation is surely different from the

various communities using social

networks, but it underlines the

differences and similarities of these

two speakers’ analysis with Morozov’s

one.

Facebook’s causes � like all other

instruments used to the same aim �

are nothing more than a “normalized”

form of activism. In this way, also the

tools of political actions are taken into

account in the production processes.

So, as the introducing text of the

seminar “Storia e critica sociale del

web 2.0″ (History and social criticism

of web 2.0) which took place last year

durino the AHA Camp, said: “The last

iperglobalized stage of capitalism �

called “cognitive capitalism” or

“linguistic capitalism” � is based on the

ability to make every human activity

enter into the economical

enhancement process, even those

activities which are not directly

related to economics. This is the result

of an intelligent move of international

capitals, an action aimed to absorb

various typical motion of the

demonstrations against capitalism of

the past decades (claim of flexibility at

work, attempt to stop the division

between work time and free time,

autonomy of chiose) and insert them

in a new techincal and organizational

context and therefore change and

stravolgendone the meaning”.

In this case we do not refer only to the

content but also and above all to the

means. Actually these procedures are

not new: who does not remember the

apeals signed by intellectuals who

wanted to share a protest with their

signrature during the ’20s and ’30s?

How many similar means are used

nowadays and widespreaded to a

wider publicum not necessary

through social networks? They are of

course means based on a restricted

concept of social awareness and

reduce the political responsibility to a

clic or a signature. Maybe these
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methods lost most of their force a lot

of time before Facebook changed

them into a little tool of a digital

interface � but did they really have one

before?

However, if we look to the Italian

situation, it is much more interesting

to analize how from social networks is

emerging a different expression of

political awareness. The

widespreaded discomfort for the

situation of most Italian mass media,

tv and newspapers, pushes single

persons to a reaction which finds its

relief in YouTube and which quickly

develop through Facebook. Complaint

and counterinformation videos come

from every kind of user, not only

professionals, but also common

people who decided to raise their

voice. Some of these videos are able

to widespread like viruses, using

ironical techinques of audio and video

installation or recalling common

imagination or complaining about

critical situations, or all these factors

together.

One of the most interesting examples

is the project titled “Lost In

Berlusconi” by Kook Unidentified

Production (http://www.kook.it/),

completely indipendent and self-

financed. In this project the authors �

referring to the very popular tv series

Lost � played two episodes (hopefully

there will be a whole series) of a soap

opera produced to be broadcast

through YouTube. These two short

videos are genial ironical sketches on

the inexplicability of the Italian

government. They are an example in

which technical knowledges are really

elaborated whereas the game of

references to the tv soap opera and

the situation of the Italian politics is

very refined.

The diffusion of videos like these ones

but also videos less refined but

anyway interesting is not so recent as

idea, but recently it seems to be the

expression of a common reaction

towards the official political world.
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Raul Martinez: The Tenderness Of Metal
Barbara Sansone

Although Digimag deals with digital

culture, this month we want to devote

a well-deserved space to an artist,

whose work does not exactly fall

within this category, but it perfectly

places itself within that field of

research that our magazine carries out

in the framework of (applied and

reused) technology, mechanics and

art. The general trend does no longer

lie in the celebration of technology in

itself, but aims to grant priority to the

concept and the tangibility, also

when, in order to obtain them, the

artist uses techniques and materials

that are not exactly the latest fad.

We met Raúl Martinez at the summer

edition of Dorkbot in Barcelona and,

like everyone else, we fell for the

cuteness and simplicity of his

creatures. Raul, with a Classical Art

and Industrial Engineering

background, creates robotized,

mechanic, pneumatic, kinetic

sculptures through the use recycled

material. Such sculptures have a lively,

organic aspect and morphologically

resemble fishes, star horses, anglers,

sea weeds, crabs, thus reproducing an

out-and-out mechanic marine

ecosystems, as it occurred in 2007 at

the exhibition Vida Aquatica in

Igualada.

Raul, who we visited in his workshop

in Igualada, Catalonia, seems to

posses the simplicity and vitality of his

marine animals. The huge space

where he spends his days looks like a

garage, where industrial machines are

built and one has to pay utmost care

because, as Raúl himself warns,

“everything stains and cuts in here”.

Raúl has been working with his father

and brother at developing or repairing

this kind of machines for 10 years. At

present the three of them are

planning and building machines that

can swallow the debris resulting from

the demolition of buildings and that

can separate the stones from the

rubbish, so that they can be used

again.

A couple of years ago this activity

started not to be enough. He started

recycling what remained on the floor
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at the end of the day, playing with the

machines to cut and bend metal and

by adding other elements he

assembled sea creatures, which a year

later he endowed with movement. As

one steps forward in his workshop,

the little animals – camouflaged

among other metallic objects – start

to become animated. To these

creatures Raúl devotes the solitary

afternoons in his workshop.

Let’s leave the word to him, who we

had the pleasure of interviewing.

.

Barbara Sansone: The sea horse is

wonderful!

Raùl Martinez: Thank you. It consists

of a cable protection that I found in

the streets and the engine of a

windscreen-wiper. The latter pulls the

metallic thread that causes its tail to

roll up, the mechanism is simple. The

body consists of recycled metallic

material. Obviously these creatures

come off well at an exhibition, where

one can create a light-blue lighting, as

if they were underwater, and where

their appearance can be carefully

orchestrated.

Barbara Sansone: Their movement is

very sensual, organic, in sharp

contrast to the coldness that

generally characterizes the metal

these creatures consist of…

Raùl Martinez: That’s exactly what I

am trying to achieve. I try and I try

until I obtain a smooth movement

that transforms and transfigures the

hardness of the material. At the

beginning I tried to obtain more

sophisticated objects, but I soon

realized that simplicity makes

everything more interesting and

people are attracted: when one sees a

mechanical object, it feel good to

understand how it works, rather than

being overwhelmed.

Barbara Sansone: How does your

creative process work? Do you first

decide what you want to build and

then you look for the suitable material

or do ideas come to you depending on

what you find?

Raùl Martinez: Generally I start by

thinking of an animal, building it and

looking for the right material, but

sometimes I just can’t find it. Now and

then I come across something that

suggests another idea, I so start

building another animal before I have

completed the previous one. At times
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the animal becomes very different

from my initial project. It’s all about

experimenting, trying out parts and

studying their movements. When I

developed the sea stars, for instance, I

did not know that I would create the

movement by using these parts. See,

they are springs, metal parts, sponges

and their engine belongs to some old

sewing machines. I found one and

decided to use it, but there was no

project. I neither work with sketches

nor with miniature model: I

immediately start by building the

animal, which generally occurs

spontaneously, then I modify it as

least as possible, just to improve it,

adding a reinforcement or protection

and other systems that make

movement more organic.

Barbara Sansone: Does the same

applies for the aesthetics?

Raùl Martinez: Yes, I usually polish the

pieces or treat them with acids to

obtain rust, so that they resemble the

image I have in mind. I also like to

leave them somewhat incomplete to

let people play with their imagination

and catch sight of their mechanisms

and articulated joints, thus making the

most of the movement.
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Barbara Sansone: The creatures’ eyes

are very expressive, what do they

consist of?

Raùl Martinez: Mostly ball buffers, but

not always. I was in a hardware store

when I saw two black plastic blocks, I

immediately imagined them on the

angler’s snout.

Barbara Sansone: Also the creatures’

paraphernalia is remarkable and very

well integrated with the work, with

utmost care for details.

Raùl Martinez: Yep, I like it when

everything is coherent: when I install

the animals at exhibitions I try to

create a suitable environment, I

develop a sort of labyrinthine pathway

that allows visitors to discover them

little by little. The angler, for instance,

does not move, but its LED attracts

the visitors when it is hidden in the

obscurity. When someone

approaches, a sensor is activated that

suddenly brightens up the creature,

creating a surprise effect.

Barbara Sansone: Why did you decide

to activate your creatures though

proximity sensors and other

“interactive” mechanisms? Why don’t

you use switches or don’t you just let

them keep moving during the show?

Raùl Martinez: The idea that people in

a museum don’t have a chance to

touch the works, somehow disturbs

me. I’d rather see people feel involved

and I have noticed that this way they

are stirred and want to interact. When

they leave my exhibitions, they talk

about their experience and during the

visit they make suggestions on how to

activate my creatures. This fish, for

instance, requires that the little

balloon in its mouth is inflated by a

pump. In most cases I use simple

sensors that can be found in any

garage.

Barbara Sansone: Have you taken part

in other exhibition apart from the five

editions of Vida Aquàtica?

Raùl Martinez: Not yet, but a theatre

company asked me to develop some

little monsters for a show that will

open on October 3. I have already

delivered all the pieces, but you can

see them on video, and of course you

are invited to the opening night.

Barbara Sansone: Ah, there’s also a

computer in here…

Raùl Martinez: Yes, but I don’t use it to

work, I confess that it gives me a
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headache, that’s why I am so slow in

replying to your emails.

Barbara Sansone: Here are the two

little ones that I saw at Dorkbot: the

hermit crab and the snail. The snail in

particular has an incredibly elegant

and sensual movement… When you

create an animal, how do you manage

to reproduce the way it moves, using

such simple mechanisms and metal?

Raùl Martinez: I usually observe the

real animal for a long time – either live

or watching documentaries – then I

try to simplify the movement, so that I

can work out a system to generate it.

As you can observe in the sea stars

and the snail, the movement often

becomes more organic simply by

using springs. I have recently seen a

documentary where some little sea

turtles’ eggs were hatching. The

turtles were extremely sweet and

awkward and I felt like reproducing

the clumsy movement of their fins by

using two non-aligned engines. I am

going to show you the prototype,

because I haven’t finished it yet.

Barbara Sansone: Do you exclusively

craft sea animals?

Raùl Martinez: So far, but here you

can see a wolf, again a prototype. At

first it snuggles, then it stands up:

here’s the manual movement, I

haven’t installed the sensors yet. Can

you see, it lifts its head. The idea is

that when someone approaches, it

lifts its head and howls thanks to a

little card that I have found with a 20

seconds sound memory. Moreover I

am starting to think that insects too

can be interesting.

Barbara Sansone: How does the

angler work?

Raùl Martinez: Thanks to a sliding

door’s lever and a windscreen-wiper’s

engine. The legs and the belly rest on

a polystyrene support that I have

painted, so that it floats. We are going

to take it for a swim at a park

downtown. I’ll have to leash it with

some transparent thread, otherwise

I’d have to get into the fountain to

retrieve it. Sometimes I have to: it is

funny, it’s like having an angler on a

leash. You’ll see how people will

approach to touch it, comment and

ask me questions. Once I had it next

to me in my car, security belt

fastened, when I drove past two

policemen. They looked inside and

signalled to move on, but I could tell
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by their face that they thought I was

nuts.

Barbara Sansone: How do you

promote yourself, how do you get

people to know you?

Raùl Martinez: I am rather shy and

lazy when it comes to write down my

projects to enter a contest and I use

the computer as least as possible. I

have a rather makeshift website and

scarce spare time. Generally people

who have been at the exhibitions that

I have organized call me. Sometimes I

simply go to the institutions with a

couple of my little animals and I say

that I have an appointment with the

person in charge of the cultural

programs; at first the reply that it is

not true and try to throw me out, then

the employees start to gather around

the creatures and in the end they

realize that what I do is interesting.

That’s what I did at the Barcelona

Hangar and they ended up

introducing me into Dorkbot, where

we first met.

Barbara Sansone: We were very happy

to! Well, shall we take the frog for a

swim?

Raùl Martinez: Certainly! Then I’ll offer

you something at the bar to repay you

for having come all the way to visit

me, and then I’ll take you to the

station.

http://www.ferroluar.com/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

AVjVJsU0Zc
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To Evaluate Digital Creativity: How And What
Instruments To Use

Giulia Baldi

The “Digital Creativity” review

(september 2009, Vol. 20) has recently

published a special issue dedicated to

the speeches to the Completing The
Circle conference organized by the

Lansdown Centre for Eletronic Arts in

London (supported by the BCS

Computer Arts Society and by the

Design Research Society) which took

place in January 2009.

The  symposium  gathered  artists,

designers,  computer  scientists,

developers  and  academicians;  the

goal  was  to  collect  contributions

directed  towards  the  research  of

effective means for the evaluation of

the creative job, as regards the way

they  are  “used”  as  well  as  the  way

they are perceived,  especially  in the

light of  the variations introduced by

the  interactive  digital  technologies.

“Completing The Circle”, that gave the

name to the symposium,  intends to

stress  the  element  of  evaluation

which is often missed in the creative

process.

The call  of paper for the conference

which  is  quoted  hereafter,  started

from  a  deliberately  provocative

position that resulted in a spur for the

authors:  “The days when the artists,

media makers or projectionists were

dr iven  only  by  the i r  personal

conviction,  independent  of  the

dynamics  of  the  reception  of  their

w o r k s ,  h a v e  c o m e  t o  a n  e n d .

Nowadays, the intelligent artist or the

designer  is  deeply  interested  in

discover ing  the  publ ic  or  the

responses from the user, and he wish

to  use  the  many  techniques  and

approaches  now  available  to  make

this possible”.

Stephen  Boyd  Davis,  author  of  the

introduction  to  the  volume  and

director of the Lansdown Centre for

Eletronic  Arts  at  the  Middlesex

University, has underlined that digital

technologies  are  an  important

challenge to creative work that  was

often felt by creative people as a form
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of hermetic communication between

t h e m  a n d  t h e  w o r k ,  o f t e n

i n d e p e n d e n t  o f  p o s s i b l e

considerations on the communicative

effectiveness of the artistic result.

Interactive and digital technologies,

thanks to their properties of

registrability, offer a wider an wider

range of opportunities for artists,

designers and other creative workers

in order to discover how their product

is experienced, together with what

their performances and results are.

According to Jarmo Laaksolahti

(researcher at the Interaction Lab in

the Swedish Institute of Computer

Science) what we can study is how

the artistic product is perceived by

the subject and what the (emotional,

intellectual, cognitive) consequences

are. It is particularly important to

reconstruct the plot of these

perceptions, mapping it in a thin and

complex way, as the polysemy of a

working artistic product should be.

The most  used means of  evaluation

were  the  trackers-eye,  digital

recorders (video and audio), obscured

mirrors,  medical  equipments  for  the

measurement of physical reactions, as

wel l  as  the  c lass ical  means  of

sociological  inquiry:  questionnaires,

diaries,  interviews.  None  of  these

techniques has revealed itself as the

best, but all the artists stated that the

most productive way was the multi-

layered inquiry, in other words more

sessions  and  more  means  through

which  users  had  the  opportunity  to

reflect and to analyse upon their own

responses, also collectively, that were

recorded in their evolution.

The  acceptance  of  these  means  by

creative  people  has  changed  a  lot:

There have been some ready to catch

these  opportunities,  whereas  others

considered them as a waste of time or

as  intrusive  ways  in  the  artistic

process that  the introduction of  the

d i g i t a l  t e c h n o l o g i e s  h a s  n o t

invalidated.  These  positions  are

reflections of the disciplinary origin of

creative people, on the one hand the

planners  of  the  Human  Computer

Interaction (HCI) working in the field

of  ergonomics,  cognitive  and  social

science  for  whom the  evaluation  of

the utilization systems representes a

main goal, and on the other hand the

creative  people  that,  even  knowing

the HCI  principles,  often  trust  more

the  personal  style  criteria  and  the

design and artistic rules than to have

their works plunged into a context of

utilization  and  have  it  empirically
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verified.

It  is  interesting  to  notice  how  the

figure  of  the  HCI  specialist  and  the

usual  procedure  followed  by  artists

and designers, thanks to the fusion of

sk i l l s  requ i red  by  the  d ig i ta l

technologies (informatics and artistic

technologies),  collide  not  as  much,

and not only, in the creation process,

but  above  al l  in  the  process  of

evaluation related to the reception of

the  works,  particularly  against  the

urgent  request  of  interactivity  that

characterizes the digital technologies.

.

Ernest Edmonds, digital artist and

professor at the University of

Technology in Sydney, thanks to his

experience in the historical field, has

stressed how interactivity has become

a must in art since the XIX century,

when- but this seems only to be

suggested- it became an institution

for the middle class society: according

to this perspective, every time art

becomes a public speech, it shows its

own interactive paradigm, certainly

under different forms from the

current ones, but surely assimilable, of

man-machine.

It is worth to quote another Edmond’s

note  that  concerns  the  discovers  of

“uselessness”  of  some products:  the

estimative analysis has revealed that

users experience some difficulties in

the  enjoyment  of  the  products.  But

despite this, the user , once overcome

the  obstacle,  has  also  increased  his

abilities  in  the  utilization  of  other

products;  as  a  consequence  some

artists,  rather  than  removing  these

critical  passages,  have  emphasized

them because they have discovered

that is  just  thanks to them that the

education and the training have been

most  stimulated,  rather  than  the

repetitiveness  of  the  methods  of

utilization. In this case, the task of the

artist is not any more that of removing

obstacles , but to build that difficulty

that can offer the user a better way of

learning

http://www.cea.mdx.ac.uk/?location

_id=59&item=31
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Geert Lovink: List Culture And The Art Of
Moderation

Donata Marletta

Geert Lovink is one of the most

influential cultures of the net

worldwide. He is a critic and a

theorist, he has been interested for

years in texts and essays about the

new media and network culture, and

among his most recent projects the

creation of the Institute of Network

Cultures in Amsterdam is worth to be

mentioned. This institute works on

critical analysis of the Internet, and its

aim is to help actively the

development and the divulgation of

studies and discussions on network

topics, even through the organisation

of conferences, and publications

whose aim is to stimulate dialogue

and online sharing.

Geert Lovink has already been widely

presented in the past in Digimag

pages and namely both in Francesca

Valsecchi – Digimag 13 April 2006

(

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl

e.asp?id=548) at a meeting of the

Meet the Media Guru, and during the

interview with Maresa Lippolis at a

meeting of Video Vortex organized by

the Institute for Networked Cultures

last March 2008 in Amsterdam. No

use mention again all the projects,

texts, publications, debates on which

Geert Lovink has worked during the

past 20 years, but we simply point out

to the few readers who do not know

him yet the link to the interview

(http://www.digicult.it/digimag/artic

le.asp?id=1148) contained in Digimag

32 March 2008. And finally we

mention the interview that he himself

made to the anthropologist Jeffrey S.

Juris, and that was published in

Digimag issue 40 December 2008-

January 2009

(

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl

e.asp?id=1332). In short, an old friend.

This interview is in the PhD thesis I’m

writing on the topic of new media art

festivals and the link these events set

(or don’t set) with the idea of the

network connected with digital
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culture. That is why last August I got

in touch with Geert and I had a

enlightening conversation via email

on mailing lists, the art of moderation

and sociopolitical situation in the age

of Network Culture.

The result of this conversation is the

friendly chat that follows, also

published on Geert’s blog at the

address

http://networkcultures.org/wpmu/g

eert/, and enriched by an overview on

what is Geert Lovink’s education

background, his cultural and political

path, his radical and activists

experiences, that made him, for sure,

one of the most influential voices

listened in the new media culture.

Donata Marletta: First of all I would

like to know more about your

background and how you got involved

in the net culture scene

Geert Lovink: From 1977-83 I studied

political science at the University of

Amsterdam. In this period I was active

in anti-nuclear movements, squatting

and autonomous student groups.

After my graduation I was

unemployed and lived in West-Berlin.

It was the time of the dark 1980s with

lots of budget cuts and gloomy

outlooks. I used the dole to dig further

into humanities and the arts. After a

professional and existential crisis in

1987 I decided to realize my passion

and became an independent media

theorist and activist. Besides writing

and publishing books and journals I

got into computers and then, through

the scene of bulletin boards, in 1989

got into contact with the Internet. In

the early nineties, besides radio, I

started organizing festivals and

conferences. All these threads came

together around 1993 when the World

Wide Web emerged and ordinary

Dutch people outside of academic got

Internet access. Two years later I

started the list, together with the

Berlin artist Pit Schultz, who was one

of the first people I met online.

Donata Marletta: What’s the role of a

list moderator, and what’s the most

terrific memory you have as

moderator?

Geert Lovink:Terrific or horrific? That

job was a real rollercoaster. Exciting

and intense. A fulltime job. For me the

highlight was the meeting in Slovenia,

in May 1997. Not many lists manage to

organize their own international

gathering. The Beauty and the East

was an intense and spaced-out US-
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Euro/East-West fest, the height of as

a net cultural avant-garde movement

(if you like). Soon after the dotcom

hype became serious. In the first years

net.artists, tactical media activists,

academics, geeks and media theorists

mixed; in a way that would be hard

and artificial organize these days. The

cultural period, the time of “What is it,

what you do with it?” not explained by

managers and tech people but by

artists and theorists) was about to

come to an end.

To answer your question� moderation

can be done in so many different

ways. After became a closed and

moderated list (late 1997) I remained

involved in the daily operations for

another 2-3 years. In that period we

produced the Readme! book

(published by Autonomedia) and

experimented with rotating

moderation. I was in favor of that

model but the people who took

control at some point, around 2001,

didn’t want to move on and are still

there. They pretend not to be visible

and do not act as visual hosts in

debates. That was an important

element for Pit and me. Like Trebor

Scholz these days on his iDC list, we

actively looked for new voices, new

material. On some lists, the moderator

is a wise old person that is always

there in the background. As you can

see, technology alone doesn’t tell us

how to moderate lists. Technology

limits us, guides us and, but also

leaves us certain degrees of freedom

to bring out these all too human

characteristics in us.

Photo courtesy by Institute for
Networked Cultures

Donata Marletta: Is there a real

communication and exchange within

the list between critical thinkers and

‘normal’ contributors?

Geert Lovink: Lists have their ups and

downs. I often compare it to the

(Dutch) weather. There are sudden

mood swings. Long periods of silence.

People that are obsessed with the

list�and then suddenly disappear.

There are fights (so called flame wars),

animated conversations on a high

level, followed by tons of dull press

releases and newspaper articles. The

normal contributor, one could say, is

the lurker, the one that remains silent

and is absent. I don’t see a special role

for one particular profession, like

artists or thinkers, even though I have

to say that geeks, computer

programmers have become the most

familiar with list communication. After
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all, it’s their medium; they invented

and used it, long before the cultural

crowds and the general public got

aware of electronic mailing lists.

Donata Marletta: According to your

experience, what’s the state of the art

and future of the lists?

Geert Lovink: As email is the most-

used Internet application, lists are not

going to disappear overnight.

Worldwide, email use is still

exploding. But, as we all know, young

people are no longer into it. Email is

not cool. The decline of email

popularity has been going on for a

while and probably started with the

rise of blogs around 2003-2004, and

then social networking sites. We also

should not forget the impact of SMS

and hand-held devices, even though

you can read email on those PDAs.

What we see in general is shift away

from office culture (and their stand-

alone connected PCs), in which email

(and thus lists) have been embedded.

This leads to an acceleration of short

messages, on any possible platform,

from Facebook to Skype, Twitter,

MSN, all of them not intended to be

shorted in an archive. Lists depend on

their archive, be it on the individual

machine of the individual list

subscriber, or the web-based text

archive. Lists only make sense if you

can read back the threads. Because

the Internet needs geeks in order to

maintain and further develop the IT-

infrastructure I do not fear that list

and list software will disappear, unless

the global hacker class decides to

move to another mode of

communication.

Donata Marletta: Do you believe that

discussions within the lists and more

generally online networks are

contributing to the cultivation and

dissemination of an

open/collaborative culture?

Geert Lovink: We have to separate

here between two ways of using list

software: lists as vehicles to create a

community that discusses certain

topics, and lists as pragmatic tools to

fulfill a certain common task. It is only

rarely that we encounter a mix of the

two. In our circles we would associate

lists with the announcement and

discussion element. However, most

lists are created for teams and have a

limited life spam. Once the task is

done the list is deleted. It is

particularly on these short-lived lists

that is used to coordinate work that

we can be study.
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Photo courtesy by Anne Helmond

Donata Marletta: Do you visit festivals

like Ars Electronica, Transmediale

etc.? I would like to know your opinion

about the role of these events today.

Geert Lovink: Sure, I visit a lot of

festivals and exhibitions. Maybe not

the two you mention here, but I have

been to four Transmediales in a row.

The most recent one was early 2007.

The last Ars Electronica festival I have

been to was perhaps 1997 or 1998. The

last ISEA was the one in Helsinki,

2004. These days I see more work in

Southern Europe. I have given my

opinion on the state of affairs

concerning new media arts in my

book Zero Comments, which I wrote

in Berlin, in 2005-2006. It is pity that

many of these festivals do not focus

on a particular topic. And if they do so

it is broad and wildly uncritical,

circling around topics like biology and

the body. But let’s not start some

culture of complaint. OK, there is

critique, it is negative and clears our

visions. But far more important is the

primal energy of madness, of

gathering together, to do something

unheard. It’s that energy that brings

people together�and we always tap

into it. The festivals you mention are

just fade shadows, institutional

arrangements that last way too long

and have forgotten how powerful it is

use to master the art of

disappearance. The fact that in certain

circle management operates on the

automatic pilot doesn’t mean that

elsewhere no new initiatives can

unfold. There is massive change, and

metamorphosis, in new media. Let’s

not pretend that we fight over limited

resources. There is always space for

the Event to occur. I know, that

sounds religious, but if you have

experienced this a dozen times, there

is no longer reason to feel depressed,

even though the situation, in objective

terms, is pretty depressing.

Donata Marletta: For many years

festivals devoted to art and

technology have had the role of

gathering like-minded people in a

single time/space frame. According to

your experience, can we still consider

this type of festival a social space?

Geert Lovink: Sure, let’s not make it

too dramatic. People who sell vacuum

cleaners door to door also hold annual

gatherings. The question is, do

organizers want to make a critical

impact on the scene, or do they just

run a cultural organization? These

days, corporate sponsoring and city

marketing are becoming serious

factors if you organizing a festival or

conference. Maybe it’s better to shift

the focus and start to develop formats

that are more informal, like temp

medialabs, barcamps and

unconferences, but then in the

cultural-activist context.
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Donata Marletta: Do you think there is

a link between the virtual places

represented by lists, networks and

communities, and the actual place of

the festival for discussions and

exchange around net culture?

Geert Lovink: Rarely. It’s a unique

exception if the real and virtual are in

balance. It is true that many lists go

back to an original real-life event but

it is hard to keep on meeting each

other. With hard I mean expensive.

Donata Marletta: I enjoyed very much

the self-interview in your book

‘Uncanny Networks’. What’s the

question you would like to be asked

today?

Geert Lovink: Are you, are we, fully

equipped to deal with the

mainstreaming of new media? What

does it mean that everyone has a

mobile phone? Are we prepared to

actively defend our ideals concerning

the open, decentralized character of

the Internet or do we just let it go

down the drain? This is a serious

matter. I don’t think many of us are

well equipped to deal with the

scaling-up of the user base and the

extensive participation that we have

seen over the past years. Internet use

here in the Netherland grew from less

than 1% in 1993 to over 80% in 2009.

Does this force us to go mainstream

or would it rather make sense to start

alternative underground initiatives

that no longer bother with the

institutional reality?

http://laudanum.net/geert/

http://networkcultures.org/wpmu/p

ortal/

http://www.nettime.org/
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The Contemporary Brazil Pass Through Its
Modernity
Lucrezia Cippitelli

A large exhibition dedicated to the

current Brazil, distributed over the

three major expositive areas in

Rotterdam, ended at the close of last

summer. We are talking about Brazil

Contemporary, the point of arrival of a

demanding research project on the

visual, social and architectural culture

of this country.

The exhibition was planned to be

divided in three main sections: the

Nederlands Fotomuseum housed a

large part on the Brazilian visual

culture of the last decades,

concentrating on experimental

photography, photojournalism,

graphic videos and design. The art

museum of the town, the Boijmans

Van Beuningen Museum focused

instead on visual arts and on

contemporary art. The last one, the

Nederlands Architectuurinstituut

wished to give a survey on the

architecture and the town planning of

Brazil, dwelling in particular upon the

contrasts of San Paolo.

A catalogue published by Nai

Publisher follows step by step the vast

research that had backed the

realization of the expositive project. It

is a book rich with images and texts,

achieved with a winning graphics that

reminds vaguely of tropical colors: its

purpose seems to demonstrate that

even though in the minds of the

average men the word Brazil

associates with carnival , Samba,

Favelas and tropical forest, Brazil is

actually a continent, an apart world,

economically and culturally rich where

researches and experimentation in the

field of visual cultures keep up with

exotic images that mass media

continue to replicate.

The “Brazil Contemporary” volume

(edited by Paul Meurs � formerly editor

of other volumes on Brazil and its

architectural history in the past years �

together with Frits Gierstberg and

Jaap Guldemond) begins with an

essay entitled Brazil: the Multicultural
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Mix as Global Brand. This essay tries to

make a résume of the key-subjects

which have shaped the three

exhibitions, each one seen in their

own specificity.

.

Contemporary Brazil is characterized

by an incredible economic growth

(such, that the British economic

newspaper “Financial Times” in 2008

has given Brazil the status of “almost a

superpower); by a staunch optimism

of its ruling class guided by its

president Ignacio Lula da Silva and by

certain political and cultural moves in

order to underline the presence and

importance of the country at

international level (from the missions

of peace run by UN to the private

funding for art and culture). According

to the authors this is all part of the

current reality of the country together

with the soundness won over the

years thanks to the folkloristic culture

exported in the whole world (from

Samba to telenovelas) and to a “high”

culture equally sound (from the

Biennial of Sao Paulo, established in

the ’70s on the same model of Venice,

to gigantic personalities as the

architect Osca Niemeyer, 102 years

old in 2009 and creator of Brasilia).

The starting points called into play in

the  preparation  of  the  book  are

interesting: a mixture of pop culture,

movies of recent years, analysis of the

cultural policies of the country (and of

the  construction  of  its  institutions

related  to  art),  of  its  artistic  and

architectural history. And certainly the

authors, and as first even Meurs in his

essay on the town of San Paolo (Sao

Paulo  the  Metropolis:  expansion,

contradictions and expansion) aim to

o u t l i n e  a  p i c t u r e  w h e r e

hypermodernity  and  contradictions

cohabit  in  a  paroxysm not  so much

respectful  to  the  majority  of  the

population who, in the metropolis, is

overwhelmed by poverty and live on

the fringe of society.

Of course, the model of the Brazilian

economic growth probably resembles

the questionable Chinese model (we

have  talked  about  this  in  another

review  on  The  Chinese  Dream  �

L’incubo  cinese?  N,d.t.  The  Chinese

nightmare?, for Digimag 44, May 2009

�

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl

e.asp?id=1463).

We  can  certa in ly  say  that  the

exhibition mounted again by Meurs at
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the  Dutch  Institute  of  architecture

Roundtrip Sao Paulo, falls more in this

theoretical subject of hypermodernity

versus social contrasts. In this context,

through a series of video-installations

and  environmental  projections,  the

exhibition  shows  the  visitors  the

experience of the town of San Paolo:

a postmodern town planning research

where the analysis of the fabric of the

city dweller of the Brazilian metropolis

is  carried  out  through  the  use  of

different  types  of  audiovisual

documentations  installed  in  a  single

place furnished with typical objects of

the  daily  material  culture  of  the

country.

.

Walking through little pubs with

plastic tables, boxes (also made of

plastic) of local beer, plastic flip-flops,

telephone booths and reconstructions

of the typical houses of the favelas,

the visitor moves along man-size

video projections that reproduce

places of the town, actually feeling

himself part of that portion of urban

space, among passers-by, shop-

windows, building doors and

homeless. Every now and then, small

televisions show some abstracts of

documentaries on the three different

San Paolo: the town “Diy” (do it

yourself, that is self-produced, illegal,

spontaneous, marginal); the centre of

the town (that similarly to Rotterdam

does not exist as real centre but as

space containing also old buildings);

the “new economy” city.

Interviews  to  passers-by,  homeless,

social workers, dwellers of the favelas,

long sequences of urban life (central

and on the fringe), scenes of everyday

life  in  public  spaces:  an  audiovisual

mix,  a  no-stop  flow  that  has  the

power to represent the complex and

stratified  urban  reality,  even  if  they

linger  too  much  on  commonplaces.

Plastic and wood, favelas and material

culture,  pop  and  colorful,  extreme

poverty  and  skyscrapers:  San  Paolo

( t o g e t h e r  w i t h  a  l o t  o f  o t h e r

megalopolis  in  the  non-western

world)  appears  in  this  way  to  us,

observers accustomed to the Disney-

like  cities  of  the  western  world:  I

wonder whether it is still possible to

take  our  cultural  experience  as  the

only judgement criterion.

T h e  t w o  e x h i b i t i o n s  i n  t h e

Fotomuseum  and  in  the  Boijmans

seems to succeed in being more open

toward  this  theoretical  approach,

giving shape to an experience where
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exoticism and social conflicts appear

to be put aside so as the less showy

aspects of the contemporary culture

of the country.

The Boijmans Van Beuningen instead

deals with the visual arts of Brazil,

linking them again with its modernity

and in this way tracing up a path

based on the inheritance of a

modernism profoundly influential on

the Brazilian culture as well as on the

international one. The Bòlides by Helio

Oiticica are both the starting point

and the point of arrival of the

exhibition that also houses four artists

of the last generations: Rivane

Neuenschwander, Cao Guimaraes,

Ernesto Neto, Ricardo Basbaum.

These  colorful  boxes  /sculptures,

wooden installations made in such a

way  as  to  be  opened,  containing

panels and clefts,  had been thought

and accomplished by the conceptual

artist  as  objects  aimed  to  public

spaces  with  which  the  visitor  (not

necessarily an art lover, but the public

in the sense of a wider social context)

c o u l d  i n t e r a c t .  T h o u g h t  a n d

accomplished  in  the  60s,  a  little

before  the  Penetravels  (much larger

installations  that  the  visitors  can

enter)  and  the  famous  Parangoles

(costumes made of different materials

that once donned allowed the visitors

to walk around as a mobile sculpture),

the  Bolides  are  the  essence  of  the

Latin-American conceptualism of the

60s:  interactive,  social  ,  minimal,

m a d e  o f  “ p o o r ”  o b j e c t s .  A

conceptualism  not  aesthetical  but

political as also the Paraguayan artist

and  ar t  c r i t ic  Lu is  Camnitzer

underlines  in  his  recently  published

volume  Conceptualism  in  Latin

American Art. Didactics of Liberation,

in which he insists on the idea that the

Latin American conceptualism is not a

tropical copy of the original European

Northern  American  one,  but  the

original  product of  a  cultural  history

and tradition typically Latin, based on

the need to communicate in the social

space  with  whatever  means  is

deemed necessary,  in order to build

up  metaphors  that  could  be  widely

understood and shared but still  able

to avoid being censored by regimes

and dictatorships.

A  condition  which  is  common  to

various countries in the Latin America

of  the  60s  and  70s ,  per fect ly

portrayed  by  Helio  Oiticica.  His

Bolides (which could not be touched

in the exhibition in Rotterdam) were

nothing more but the deconstruction

of  the  idea  of  the  work  of  art  as

something fixed and unintelligible but

seen  rather  as  an  interactive  entity

that the visitor, taken by his common

life,  can  carry  out,  use,  rearrange,

invest igate.  An  ante  l i t teram

interactivity based not on technology

but on the use of materials taken from

daily  life  (maybe this  is  a  similitude

with  the  “poor  art”  but  without  its
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aesthetic  component),  assembled

according to simple lines and forms

(other  link  with  a  chapter  from  the

History  of  Art  �  the  Minimal  �  but

without its aim concluded in the work

of art itself.

.

Only becoming utterly aware of Helio

Oiticica’s thought we can understand

the meaning of the work by Ernesto

Neto, present at the Boijmans with his

very famous Celula Nave. A huge

fuchsia cloud in which to plunge,

contained by a tangled molecular

structure made of nuclei linked to one

another. In this work, the visitor

enters, lies down, let himself go, goes

through an experience of

abandonment and displacement in an

almost organic structure that rocks

him and detaches him from the

outward life to reconcile him with the

inner one.

I n  a  v i d e o

(http://www.vimeo.com/5486580)

produced by the Boijmans museum,

Ernesto  Neto shows the concept  of

work  related  to  the  concept  of

sensuality:  –  “Sexy  is  more  like  a

product. Sensuality is about the time,

about having more time, about being

more  slow”,  underlining  that  the

interactivity  of  this  sort  of  molecule

with  the  visitor,  welcomed  and

cuddled in  its  inside place,  is  to  be

found exactly in his capacity of letting

himself  go  into  an  experience  of

sensations. The structure, built with a

huge  pillow  filled  with  polystyrene

and a thin elastic and transparent net

that support itself (chained up to the

ground  by  counterbalances  of  sand

and  raised  toward  the  sky  by  very

simple plastic poles), is the heir of the

interactivity  by  Oiticica  even  in  its

simplified form and in the possibility

to be adapted to the surroundings, to

be  deconstructed,  transported,

changed,  carried  out,  experienced.

The Museum of Photography, finally,

houses  probably  the  most  complex

and dense exhibition out of the three,

in which the all-round Brazilian visual

culture  is  shown  as  an  element  of

self-narration. The video games show

us  quite  an  advanced  technological

reality (as a matter of fact Brazil has

been  professing  for  years  the  open

source and the sharing as a model of

t e c h n o l o g i c a l  a n d  c u l t u r a l

d e v e l o p m e n t ) .  V i d e o s  a n d

photographies,  graphic  and  design,

fashion and music do not tell us the

news  or  the  state  of  the  aesthetic

production,  but  the  will  to  tell  the
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contemporary  Brazil  out  of  those

stereotypes  (commonly  from  North

America or from the western world)

that deal with violence, favelas, poor

children,  samba,  beautiful  amber-

colored  dancers,  soccer  and  large

beaches.

http://www.brazilcontemporary.nl/e

n/

http://www.boijmans.nl/

http://www.nederlandsfotomuseum.

nl/

http://en.nai.nl/
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Thirty Years Of Ars Electronica: The Future Of
Man And Nature

Tiziana Gemin

The 2009 Ars Electronica will surely be

an edition to remember. The festival,

which takes place in Linz the first

week of September, celebrated its

30th year. Much attention was

focused on the little Austrian town for

the fact that Linz was chosen as

European Culture Capital for 2009,

and so it has experienced an intense

year, dense with launches and cultural

events.

For the director of Ars Electronica

Gerfried Stocker, it must have been a

difficult task having to program an

event that was to be stimulating for

those people who have known the fair

for some time and are not shy of

certain subjects, but also for a more

vast and heterogeneous audience that

is curious about technology.

Like every year, the famous festival

dedicated to art, technology and

society, has had an important theme

relating to certain aspects of the era

in which we live. The title Human

Nature was inspired by a definition

expressed by the scientist Paul

Crutzen, who gives the name

“Anthropocene” to our current era,

described as a phase where the earth

has entered into a new geological era

characterized by irreversible changes,

caused by human action that has

broken the delicate balance of the

planet.

These changes have not only taken

place in the environment in which we

live, but certain technological

evolutions have made modifications

possible inside our own bodies as

well, making us face the necessity of a

redefinition of human nature itself.

This double valence of new

technologies, of seeing itself as a

creator and destroyer of worlds, was

the leitmotiv at Ars Electronica 2009,

and was discussed thoroughly at

many meetings and encounters. And

in the exhibition held at the

Brucknerhaus, there were a series of

works that were conceptually

connected to these themes.
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Among these was Genpets by Adam

Brandejs, an installation that consists

in a series of packages, exposed as

stock of a store, that contain some

little strange beings that initially look

like little action figures. But upon

close inspection, every now and again

a slight movement can be seen in the

eyelids or a muscle contraction, which

tells us that these are not merely

inanimate objects. The creatures are

resting in a kind of hibernation,

waiting to be adopted; whereas some

led lights on the packages control

their vital statistics. The Genpets are
animatronic with the features of little
mammals created in a laboratory.

To understand whether they are alive

or not is secondary, it’s interesting to

observe the sensations that they

create in visitors; life exposed like

merchandise and available on the

market, it’s evidently something that

can disgust or attract people. This

work does not ask itself about the

positive or negative effects of

bioengineering, but rather about our

capacity to manage it in a responsible

way.

From the same artist, the Animatronic

Flesh Shoe was exposed as well, a

shoe made up of different pieces of

rubber sewn together, treated so that

they look like layers of human skin

and flesh. On some pieces of fabric

there are still some hairs as well as the

“Swoosh” the famous Nike logo. Every

now and again the point of the shoe

and its heel move up and down, or the

shoe moves as if it were alive, making

the oblivious spectator jump. The

disturbing image represents some

aspects of our economical system, a

world of easy and quick consumption,

where people don’t think about where

merchandise comes from and how it

was made, preferring to ignore the

fact that this system takes advantage

of human beings for other people’s

well-being.

Among other disturbing visions of this

exhibition are the series of sculptures

Unknown Creature by Shen Shaomin,

that look like they’ve come out of a

crypto-zoology atlas. The skeleton

remains of unknown creatures are

presented as if in a museum of natural

history. The “findings” are built from

real animal bones assembled together

to make a series of imaginary beasts

that are fascinating. Their great size

seem to suggest a prehistoric origin,

even if something in their shape
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recalls existing animals. The remains

seem to belong to mysterious extinct

creatures that had something to do

with the evolution process and

developed in a distorted way. The

work fluctuates between the

representation of personal mythology

and the vision (premonition?) of

dangers that the inconsiderate use of

genetic manipulation and in general

all the strategies that act in order to

change natural balances.

In the same exhibition, Human

Nature, the Shrink performance by

Lawrence Malstaf created much

curiosity, where three performers,

including the artist, get into big

transparent plastic bags hung onto

some frames. All the air inside the two

sides gets sucked out, as they find

themselves in a condition of

suspension and progressive

compression, being able to breathe

thanks to some tubes that bring them

the minimum amount of oxygen

needed. The vision is strong, it could

be compared to images of

merchandise (meat) being packaged,

but it is hieratic. Malstaf declared that

he worked on the contrast between

external and internal, on opposite

feelings that are created from the

opposite conditions of actor and

spectator; what may seem

claustrophobic and uncomfortable to

one can be reassuring and comforting

to the other, just like a great motherly

womb.

Lets go into the core of the festival,

and talk about the exhibition at the

O.K. Centrum, the contemporary art

museum in Linz; set up with a

panoramic Ferris wheel on the roof,

used by the unafraid, and many

wooden walkways with breathtaking

views of Linz. As every year at the

O.K., there were works from the Prix

Ars Electronica exposed.

Among the winners was Lawrence

Malstaf, author of the aforementioned

Shrink, who received the Golden Nika

in the category of “Interactive Art”

with the work Nemo Observatorium.

The installation consists of a

transparent cylinder of great size, with

a seat in the middle where the visitor

is invited to sit. From this position he

or she can, by pressing a button,

activate 5 strong ventilators that

make thousands of polystyrene balls

fly about, creating a sort of cyclone

around them. If the spectator tries to

concentrate on the movement of the

balls, or tries to look beyond them, it
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seems that being in the midst of such

an environmental catastrophe on a

small scale has a calming effect on the

senses. To be in the eye of the storm

is a spectacle that immobilizes and

hypnotises at the same time.

.

In the category “Digital Musics”,

Speeds of Time by Bill Fontana won

the Golden Nika. The project is a site-

specific installation, and consists of a

cycle of 12 hours of sound events that

reproduces the sound of the Big Ben

recorded by dozens of microphones

positioned at different distances from

the big clock. Fontana installed two

microphones inside the Big Ben bells,

and a sound sensor on the mechanics

of the clock of the tower; in this way

he gave life to a composition made up

of the recording of the mechanical

functions of the clock and a gamma of

tonalities from the bells.

A series of microphones were

positioned, beginning from the tower,

on roofs and terraces; these record

the hourly bell chimes but also the

acoustic reverb and urban noises in

the area. The distance between the

locations where the microphones are,

in relation to the speed of

propagation of sound, means that

there are a certain number of natural

acoustic delays that create a

multidimensional sound image of the

Big Ben. Speeds of Time is a sound

sculpture that captivates the

attention by its immaterial aspects of

the composition. The work can be

listened to as a recording in the

exhibition or via streaming on the

web.

The winner of the “Hybrid Art”

category is Natural History of the

Enigma by Eduardo Kac; a project that

tries to create a dialogue between

biotechnology and aesthetical

research in an era characterised by an

increasing intrusion of science in daily

life. The artist, in research that lasted

many years in collaboration with

different scientists, managed to

extract a gene from his DNA and

substitute it with the corresponding

DNA of a Petunia, so that he could

create a hybrid of himself and a

petunia, through the genetic

manipulation of the original flower.

The new form of life, resulting from

this gene transplant, is called Edunia,

a flower characterized by red veins on

like pink petals. The purpose of this

operation of genetic engineering

wants to make us think about the fact

that there are methods that can
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“remix” different forms of life, and that

these methods determine the

creation of new issues on identity of

genre.

Among other projects present in the

exhibition, EarthStar by David Hines e

Joyce Hinterding won the Award of

Distinction in the category “Hybrid

Art”. The installation gives visitors the

possibility of appreciating certain

phenomena that deal with the sun,

that are not otherwise accessible in a

common context of daily life. With

EarthStar spectators have the

possibility of observing, listening and

smelling this celestial body that

dominates our solar system. The

exhibition consists in a projection that

shows the wonderful images of the

chromosphere of the sun, recorded

with an H-Alpha solar telescope; at

the same time a VLF antenna collects

data relating to radiation of the star,

which are then converted into

perceptible sounds in the ear. On the

last level of the presentation, the

exhibition space that contains the

work is laden with a particular odour,

created by mixing two synthetic

aromas that are similar in smell to

certain chemical components present

in the sun.
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Going back to other appointments at

the festival, the new Ars Electronica

Centre created a certain curiosity: a

museum dedicated to new

technologies, that in January

reopened after a long restoration

period carried out by architects

Andreas Treusch e Nadja Sailer. As

well as extending the existing

structure, the museum was made

more technological compared to its

previous version, so much so that it

was described by Gerfried Stocker as:

“A model of a museum of the future“.

The intentions of the building are not

to be just an exhibition space, but

rather a structure connected to an

activity of experimental research

capable of searching for the

contaminations between art and

science, taking into consideration

those technologies applied to biology

and medicine. The museum has a

5000 square metre glass facade, that

at night-time lights up thanks to

40.000 led lights (low energy

consumption). During Ars Electronica

the facade was “animated” by some

artists who showed their visuals on

the enormous surface, and at times

the audience could also send text

messages that were then visualized

on the huge surface.

Among the works in the AEC, there

were the most various projects:

interactive “big toys” for all ages,

single machines with poetic

mechanisms, autonomous robots of

many kinds for the most various uses,

mechanical limbs, visualizations of the

infinitely small and the infinitely

distant. And aside from this, two

hyper-technological laboratories, a

Bio Lab and a Fab Lab, where people

could do geeky activities for hours on

end.

Citing a few projects, the installation

Absolut Quartet by Jeff Lieberman

and Dan Paluska is a musical quartet

that sees an ensemble of three robots

plus a human being. Through a

computer present in the exhibition

hall, but also via the Internet, the user

can compose a simple motif that will

be useful as a structural base to the

composition that will be played by the

group. This motif will be extended in a

3 minute composition, played by a

complex machine made up of three

elements: a set of 35 wine glasses that

are played by robotic fingers, a

“ballistic” marimba (the marimba, a

percussion musical instrument similar
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to the xylophone, here is played by 42

canons that shoot a series of rubber

balls from a distance of approximately

6 metres, making them land on the 42

wooden bars), and a percussion

instrument played electronically that

completes the musical formation.

.

Perhaps less technically complex, but

poetic and evocative all the same, are

the cinematic sculptures by Arthur

Ganson, like Machine with Eggshells.

The device is a series of mechanisms,

in iron string, that can be activated

through a knob, in this way triggering

a collision between 5 cups of

eggshells. The installation compares

to a kind of visionary music box and

was created from the impulse of the

artist to interpret the sound potential

of eggshells. The work can represent

an ironic reflexion on the complexity

of relationships between objects, like

being a mysterious machine that

sends a message in code into the

unknown.

Of a whole other genre is the project

Geminoid HI 1 by Hiroshi Ishiguro, a

robot that is very similar to its creator,

that moves and talks like him. The

robot can be commanded at a

distance through a motion-capture

system, which records Ishiguro’s

posture and makes the robot do the

same, with a microphone that records

his voice. The purpose of the inventor

was to find the “double” of himself,

which could substitute his physical

presence in various occasions,

because he was tired of commuting.

Ishiguro says he is interested in how

people perceive his presence through

the Geminoid, and the behaviour

induced by this tele-presence; in this

project he combines engineering and

cognitive science, because he sees in

the machines an instrument to be

able to learn more about human

nature.

On the opposite side of the Danube,

in a mirrored position compared to

the Ars Electronica Centre, is the

Lentos Museum: the museum

dedicated to modern and

contemporary art, which at night time

creates a double of the image of the

AEC, being a luminescent structure

capable of varying its chromatic tone.

The Lentos Museum today hosts the

exhibition See this sound curated by

Cosima Rainer, and open to the public

until January 2010, which in 8 sections

tries to map a series of reference

points in artistic research that

investigates the relationship between
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sound and image, according to

different approaches and

perspectives.

Today it is common to use cultural

products made up of different levels,

which use audio and video material;

but in the past this was very banal,

and in certain fields there was a net

predominance of visual works. Inside

the exhibition context the

contemplative aspect still prevails, but

sound has definitely caught up.

See this Sound documents this

development in the visual art

perspective. Among the exhibited

works is Random Access by Nam June

Paik, an installation from 1963. This

contains a series of recorded

magnetic tapes, stuck to the wall in an

abstract visual composition, that the

spectator has the possibility of

“playing”, making a tape recorder

head given by the artist move over

the tape, in so doing giving life to

original and unique personal

compositions.

Through The Handphone Table device

created in 1978 by Laurie Anderson,

it’s possible to see a particular

phenomenon: bone sound

conducting. The visitors are told to

put their elbows on two precise points

on a wooden table, and at the same

time to cover their ears with their

hands. In this position it will be

possible to perceive sounds and

voices that start from the table and

are implemented with other sound

conductors, and will get to the ears

through the bones of the arms.

Optofonica Capsule from 2007,

curated by Italian artist TeZ (Maurizio

Martinucci), is a device that allows for

the synaesthetic use of audiovisual

products in an immersive

environment. The object is a bubble

shaped capsule, which surrounds the

upper part of the body of the visitors

isolating them from the outside. The

user from the inside can select a track

of their choice from a series of

audiovisual compositions on a touch

screen from various artists who work

of multimedia supports. The panels

that make up the “shell” are created in

a particular material that reproduces

sound without the use of traditional

speakers. A platform placed under the

users’ feet vibrates and sends out low

frequencies directly to the bone

structure of the human body. The

screen, at a short distance, covers

most of the users field of vision,

immerging the spectators in vision. All
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of these elements happen together

and create a new sensorial dimension

for the use of audiovisual art,

expanding the possibilities of creation

for artists.

.

As usual, this year at the

Kunstuniversität in Linz student

projects were exhibited from art

middle schools and institutes for new

technologies all over the world.

Specifically, the exhibition IMPETUS,

curated by Hiroshi Ishii & Amanda

Parkes, presented works from

students of the MIT Media Lab of

Cambridge (MA), a interdisciplinary

laboratory interested in the impact of

new technology on daily life.

Chameleon Guitar by Amit Zoran,

Marco Coppiardi, and Pattie Maes is a

guitar that combines the advantages

of the use of natural material like

wood, which gives traditional acoustic

instruments particularly warm sounds,

to the power of modern electric

elaboration that allows the control

and modification of the

characteristics of sound of an

instrument. Chameleon Guitar is its

name because of it capacity to imitate

other instruments � it’s an electric

guitar whose body has a removable

central part. This section can be

substituted depending on the kind of

wood or other material that must be

used for the instrument. The sound

can also be manipulated to create a

different effect, form or size of the

resonance.

Siftables by David Merrill and Jeevan

Kalanithi, is a project whose objective

is to create hardware that allows

people to interact in a spontaneous

and playful way with certain

information in a daily context.

Siftables are independent devices

made up of sensors, graphic displays

and wireless communication; they are

little square cards of small

dimensions. The project applies

technology of wireless sensors to

physical, tangible interfaces that can

be used in an intuitive way by simply

putting them next to each other.

Among other events of the festival, I

appreciated the performance carried

out with one of the first synthesisers

ever to be created, created by Robert

Moog for Max Brand. Robert Moog

began to project electric circuits for

the Austrian composer in 1957, but the

synthesiser was completed 10 years

later. The impressive instrument made

up of different keyboards and a series
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of pedals and tables full of knobs and

wires, was exposed during the festival

as an art object at the Brucknerhaus

until the great night of the Ars

Electronica concerts. That night, in the

other hall, it was possible to listen to

the sounds of that instrument.

.

The composition by Elisabeth

Schimana (who is always a guarantee)

carried out by Manon Liu Winter and

Gregor Ladenhauf, was composed

especially for this kind of synthesiser.

It was a unique experience. The first

movement was an explosion:

powerful walls of sound and an

obsessive and repetitive rhythm,

followed by other calmer sections

that surely contributed to the overall

mix and completed an extraordinary

and memorable execution.

As I mentioned at the beginning of

the article, there are editions of the

festival that are more or less

memorable, but in any case, in my

opinion, when you return home you

feel like you have been through an

experience. This year Ars Electronica

has yet again come to its conclusion,

with the relief of its organisers who

must have feared this challenging

edition, the 30th edition of the

festival, in the year when Linz,

bestowed with the title of European

Culture Capital, tries to make a come

back from a difficult past, when it was

the cradle for a child who would one

day be called Führer.

www.aec.at
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Oltre La Vista Del Mondo. Message In A Bottle
Massimo Schiavoni

In occasione della prima edizione

della Festa della Marineria, tenutasi a

la Spezia dall’11 al 16 giugno,

Xlabfactory ha presentato Oltre la
vista del mondo – Message in a bottle.
Recital multimediale per il golfo dei
poeti. Non ci poteva essere tema più

appropriato di quello affrontato nello

spettacolo per celebrare il fascino

incantatorio che emana dal Golfo di La

Spezia: il testo drammaturgico di

Andrea Balzola, che ha curato anche

la regia dello spettacolo, narra di

visioni estatiche, di esperienze

epifaniche, ma anche tragiche,

scaturite dalla frequentazione dei

suggestivi luoghi che rendono unico il

Golfo spezzino.

Così come non ci poteva essere spazio

più evocativo per ospitare il recital

dell’Officina dei Carpentieri e Calafati,

un enorme capannone situato

nell’Arsenale militare. Attualmente al

suo interno si trova in restauro il

Leudo Felice Manin – uno dei più

antichi velieri liguri (1891), utilizzato un

tempo per trasportare merci e viveri

alle isole dell’Arcipelago toscano –,

che per l’occasione si è trasformato in

una presenza scenica dal forte

impatto visivo.

Attorno all’imponente veliero ruota la

prima parte dello spettacolo, 

La vista
del mondo

, basata sull’omonimo testo

dello  scrittore  spezzino  Ettore

Cozzani,  pubblicato  nel  1921  nella

raccolta  di  racconti  

Leggende  della
Lunigiana

.  La  genesi  del  racconto  è

interessante  perché  ispirata  ad  un

evento  realmente  accaduto  ad  uno

scienziato  naturalista  inglese,  F.W.C.

Trafford, che nel 1869, nel corso di un

G r a n d  T o u r  i n  I t a l i a ,  e b b e

un’esperienza  mistico-onirica  sul

Monte  Castellana,  di  cui  lasciò  un

resoconto dal titolo 

Amphiorama ou la
vue du monde des montagne de La
Spezia.  Fenomène  inconnu,  pour  la
première fois observè et decrit avec
une  carte  du  Continent  polaire

,

pubblicato  nel  1874  a  Zurigo.
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Nella rielaborazione effettuata da

Cozzani, la storia assume una

dimensione più mistica e atemporale.

Con toni lirici viene descritta

l’esperienza vissuta da “un vecchio e

nobile pellegrino”, che dopo essere

approdato nel Golfo di Spezia giunge

sulla vetta del Monte Castellana, dove

è sopraffatto da una serie di

allucinazioni visive. Dalla vetta del

monte è come se riuscisse a vedere

tutti i luoghi che aveva attraversato

nei suoi innumerevoli viaggi per mare,

dal Mediterraneo alla Groenlandia,

dall’Australia all’Africa: una visione

estatica che dura diverse ore

lasciandolo in preda ad un estremo

turbamento, che lo induce a confidarsi

con un sacerdote incontrato durante il

suo tragitto di discesa dal monte.

Nello spettacolo, gli attori Jole Rosa e

Massimo Verdastro riescono con

grande abilità a restituire tutta la

magia e la poesia di un’esperienza-

limite della mente, un’esperienza

estetico-estatica scaturita dal

contatto con un paesaggio dalla

bellezza perturbante. Anche le

componenti multimediali visivo-

sonore giocano un ruolo importante

nel creare una dimesione onirica e

sospesa. Attraverso un sofisticato

gioco di luci e di proiezioni video, il

veliero, al centro della scena, si

trasfigura ora in nave ora in

montagna; il suo scafo viene

incessantemente inondato da un

flusso di immagini liquide e luccicanti,

immagini di un mare cangiante e

increspato dalle onde, il cui rumore

ipnotico risuona tra le pieghe di una

musica incantatoria e avvolgente.

Un soave canto interpretato dalla

bravissima vocalist Francesca della

Monica introduce alla seconda parte

dello spettacolo Message in a bottle,

dedicato ai poeti George Gordon

Byron, Percy Bysshe Shelley e sua

moglie Mary. Nel 1822 gli Shelley per

diversi mesi soggiornarono nel

villaggio di San Terenzo, sul litorale

spezzino, abitando nella celebre villa

Magni e ospitando intellettuali ed

artisti, tra cui Byron, con cui gli Shelley

condividevano lo stile di vita

anticonformista, l’amore per la libertà

e per la poesia, e l’attrazione per il

mare. L’elemento acquatico veniva

vissuto romanticamente da questi

poeti come fonte inesauribile di

ispirazione; la sua sconfinata vastità e

le sue insondabili profondità venivano

esperite come manifestazioni del

sublime naturale, di fronte a cui

l’uomo misura la sua fragilità e al
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contempo la sua capacità di

intraprendere sfide sempre nuove. Il

culto dell’acqua fece compiere a

Byron, abilissimo nuotatore, una

leggendaria traversata a nuoto (a

Portovenere c’e una inscrizione in

marmo che ricorda “Lord Byron,

l’immortale poeta che ardito

nuotatore sfidò le onde del mare da

Portovenere a Lerici”), ma si rivelò

fatale per Shelley, che morì a bordo

della sua imbarcazione “Ariel” durante

una tempesta, e venne ritrovato giorni

dopo sulla spiaggia di Viareggio, con

in tasca un libro di Sofocle e uno di

Keats.

L’intento di Message in a Bottle,

dichiara Andrea Balzola a proposito

del suo adattamento teatrale, è quello

di convocare la “presenza e la poesia

di questi bizzarri e geniali ospiti inglesi

del Golfo”, come se fossero delle

“creature oniriche”, a testimonianza

che “la grande poesia naviga

immortale attraverso i secoli”. Anche

in questa seconda parte dello

spettacolo l’azione scenica si svolge

attorno ad una piccola imbarcazione,

sulle cui vele scorrono immagini che

alternano vedute documentaristiche –

di spiagge, di bagnanti e di località

turistiche – con visioni più evocative e

poetiche, che restituiscono tutto il

fascino e il mistero dell’elemento

acquatico riecheggiando le atmosfere

e le vicende vissute nel Golfo da Byron

e Shelley.

Le sollecitazioni derivanti da entrambi

i testi drammaturgici e

dall’orchestrazione multimediale dello

spettacolo emozionano e allo stesso

tempo inducono ad una serie di

riflessioni: come è cambiato oggi il

rapporto con una natura che si

presenta sempre più addomesticata

dalla tecnologia, deturpata

dall’inquinamento e sfruttata ad uso e

consumo di un turismo di massa? Il

confronto con certi paesaggi naturali

riesce ancora a scuoterci nel

profondo, a provocare quei sentimenti

sublimi di “piacere misto a terrore”

descritti da tanti poeti, artisti, filosofi

ed esploratori a partire dal settecento,

e di cui anche i testi dello spettacolo

offrono una testimonianza? Forse,

attualmente, ciò che “atterrisce e

affascina” è maggiormente connesso

con gli esiti uno sviluppo tecnologico

che pone nuove sfide e interrogativi

sulla condizione umana e sui suoi

limiti. Si naviga sempre meno in mare

aperto (o perlomeno si naviga in

maniera più sicura) e sempre più in

universi artificiali e virtuali, che stanno
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modificando il nostro modo di

rapportarci alla realtà.

Tuttavia la tecnologia può essere

utilizzata anche per riflettere

poeticamente sui mutati orizzonti

percettivi, cognitivi ed esperienzali,

per creare inediti cortocircuiti tra

passato e presente, per reinventare un

sublime “tecnologicamente

aumentato”, arricchito da flussi di

immagini e suoni elettronici. E’ in

questa direzione che si muove

Oltre la
vista del mondo – Message in a botle,

proseguendo percorso di ricerca

teatrale che Xlabfactory, collettivo di

artisti digitali e teorici della

multimedialità, sta portando avanti

con coerenza da diversi anni.

http://www.xlabfactory.org/
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The Uncertain Human Quantum Mechanics
Jeremy Levine

An atom can express itself as either a
wave or a particledepending on how
we measure it. The atom has some
built in variability– an ontological
indeterminism– that isresponsive to
outside interactions. We find the
same 

dynamic at work within interactive
media art, whose softwareis open to
input of varying degrees of freedom.
The collapseof a quantum wave
function is not fully determined, but
isinstead contingent upon our
interactions. The uncertain evolution
of the quantum wave function in
response to ourmeasurements is a
metaphor for grasping the variable
andevolving nature of interactive new
media art. In a traditional art object,
the intentions of the artists are locked
up in itsmaterial conditions: usually a
fixed form meant to resist the ravages
of time. On the other hand, interactive

media art, like the ephemeral wave
function, is a process, open to
newinput. Interactive media art and
quantum mechanicsembrace the
uncertainty of unseen possibilities,
rather thanthe certainty of known
quantities.

 

1.0 Introduction: The Uncertain

Human Quantum Mechanics

Werner Heisenberg‘s famous

“Uncertainty Principle” articulates the

idea that we cannever completely

eliminate the influence of the subject

from any description of

quantumparticles. The reason is

simple: because we are part of the

very system beingdescribed. It is

impossible to accurately predict

exactly how an electron will

behavewhen we measure it because

of the sensitivity of its wave function

to our presence orthe presence of a

detection device, which we put into

place. The act of measurement causes

an uncertain change in the thing

being measured.

The entanglement of our wave

function with the wave function of a

moving electronconstitutes a complex
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system; and all complex systems

behave with an unknown levelof

uncertainty. “It is not enough to know

the micro-architecture. We also have

to understand the network properties

that arise from the micro-

architecture, and so farthat’s not at all

obvious” [1]. Complex systems cannot

be merely reduced to

mechanicalinteractions of their

components, but instead exhibit

surprising or uncertain emergent

effects, for example: life itself. There is

not any sign of life in any single atom,

but putenough of them together in a

certain pattern and something

unexpected .emerges’: life. In the

macroscopic world of our senses,

objects behave (or rather .seem’ to

behave’) according to the rules of

Newtonian physics.

But in the quantum world, .objects’

don’t move with the surety of billiard

balls because their wave functions

(which all objectshave) become

entangled, leading to non-linear and

non-deterministic outcomes

forboth.onda (che ogni oggetti

possiede) interagiscono, portando a

risultati non lineari e non

deterministici per entrambi.

Photo courtesy by Scott Snibbe

In classical physics the elemental
ingredients are tiny invisible bits
ofmatter that are idealized
miniaturized versions of the planets
that we seein the heavens, and that
move in ways unaffected by our
scrutiny, whereas in quantum physics
the elemental ingredients are
intentionalpreparative actions by
agents, the feedbacks arising from
these actions, and the effects of these
actions upon the physically described
states of the probed systems [2].

To understand the behavior of the

microscopic features of our world-

those much vaunted quantum

particles– we need to adopt the

perspective of quantum mechanics,

which includes the unpredictable

actions of human agents as part of the

system underobservation. The

quantum wave function is ultimately a

description of our lack ofknowledge

about the uncertain nature of our

interactions with quantum particles.

As it turns out, quantum particles, like

intelligent software, are capable of

making their ownfree decisions,

spontaneously responding in ways

that are not completely predictable.

2.0 Superposition and the Wave

Function in Quantum Mechanics

The magnetic spin of a sub-atomic
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inhabitant of the quantum world can

be said to pointboth up and down at

the same time. Quantum particles

thus exist in .virtual states’, which are

unthinkable within the classical

paradigms of objective certainty.

Instead we are “left with a system

represented as a mixture of various

possibilities, like being in twoplaces at

once” [3]. This state of superposition,

a state of unrealized potentia,

ismaintained until that quantum bit

interacts with something beyond

itself…for instancethe detectors of

quantum physicists. In the quantum

world objective measurement is

afiction. Measurement is an

interaction or, as physicist Antoine

Zellinger says, .an act of

creation’ [4].

Adopting a digital metaphor, we can

say the act of measurement is the

variable input into the quantum

system. The interaction between the

measuring device and thequantum

wave function of the particles under

investigation is the .throughput’

function: the quasi-mythological

collapsing wave function. The output

is a piece of oncreteinformation:

either the location or the velocity of a

sub-atomic particle. As per

theUncertainty theory we find these

two measurements to be negatively

correlated.

Like .superposition’, the quantum

wave function is a mathematical

abstraction that describes our

information about the possible states

of the quantum system. As opposed

to classical particles, quantum

particles change in response to even

our mostdelicate investigation.

Consequently the mathematics

needed to describe the behaviorof a

quantum system must include the

behavior of the physicist in the act of

measurement.

Photo courtesy by Limiteazero

3.0 The Quantum Wave Function as a

Model for Interactive Media Art

The evolution of superposition or the

quantum wave function from one

state to anotheris a useful metaphor

for grasping the immaterial and

variable character of interactivenew

media art.

“Drawing upon the transportable

qualities of digital data, the difference

between media forms can be

generalized as being a matter of

theconversion of that data into a

variety of output options. Especially

asexemplified by digital media,
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formation is the active principle that

governs art’s emergence from

relations in its field. As reflected in

convergencemedia, where no singular

or essential form need assume

primacy, what might be called a

transitional state takes precedence”

[5].

If we click on the Internet project,

“Tripolar” [6] by Scott Snibe, and drag

our mouse theblack lines on the

screen respond by vibrating as if alive.

However, the moment we let go of

our mouse “Tripolar” flips into a new

.fixed’ form or static state. In quantum

terms, the visitor’s interaction is like a

measurement that causes a .field of

possibilities’ to .collapse’ into an

.observable’. Tripolar’s .observable’ is a

visual display, whereas the quantum

.observable’ is a piece of quantified

information: velocity or position. Just

as in quantum mechanics, the visitor

to “Tripolar” is not .really’ interacting

with the visible .object’, but with the

invisible system that lies beneath. The

quantum scientist probesinvisible

sub-atomic particles, whereas the

visitor to “Tripolar” probes the invisible

software.

Both “ten clicks” [7] by LimitaZero and

“Poemador” [8] by Leonardo Solaas

exist in astate of superposition-like

entangled quantum particles- without

clear resolution oridentity. Our

interactions cause both systems to

respond by spinning off in new

directions. This is not unlike the

collapse of the quantum wave

function, which evolvesin response to

our measurement. Because the

measurement is an interaction,

newinformation is injected into the

system. “Ten clicks” and “Pomeador”,

behave like quantum systems, in the

way that their virtual components

process the input of theobserver.

“Code, when running, is in a continual

state of becoming, in that the values

ofits parameters are changed as a

result of its execution, creating a

multitude of possibleoutcomes” [9].

There is an uncanny similarity

between this description and that of

the collapsing quantum wave

function, which evolves from one

non-linear equation intoanother, each

with a .multitude of possible

outcomes.’ The software that lays

hiddenbeneath all works of digital art

is a metaphor for the laws of nature

that lies hidden behind quantum

particles.

.
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4.0 The Uncertainty of Interactive

Media Art

Human behavior injects .uncertainty’

and .indeterminacy’ into all holistic

open systemswhether they reside in

quantum space or in cyberspace.

Many works of interactive artrevel in

the aesthetic appeal of uncertainty

and indeterminacy. As Joanna

Drucker describes, the “Errors,

random effects, unexpected and

unpredictable elements [which]

remain the sign of a romantic

individualism-or alternately, of a non-

human, chancedominated

world” [10]. Interactive art’s

entanglement with the human agents,

whetherthrough direct or indirect

interactivity, results in a formal

indeterminacy requires an aesthetic

“paradigm shift from fixed to variable

media” [11].

Interactive art offers different levels of

engagement and feedback. The level

of .openness’ of each art system is a

reflection of the freedom granted to

the visitor as anentangled element in

the system. Digital artist Alan Peacock

describes interactive art as”a site of

Uncertainty, problematized actions,

and entropic effects” [12]. The exact

same thing could be said of quantum

systems. In both cases, the human

subject’s freedom of action means

that neither quantum measurements,

nor the aesthetic effects (of

interactive media) are predetermined

qualities. Both require the

participation andcreative input of the

human subject interacting with an

invisible component: quantum

ordigital. In both cases, we cannot

predetermine the outcome of these

interactions withabsolute certainty.

In a project of evolving form, such as

the Internet art projects

“communimage” [13] bythe collective

Calc & Johannes Gees and “gridcosm”

[14] by Ed Stastny every visitor isasked

to leave their creative .mark’ on the

piece, it is the artist’s intention we

leave our virtual fingerprints on the

work for the next person to

experience- and in turn respond.

“Gridcosm” depends on the human

agent to make a creative contribution

to the work. Since our creative actions

are unpredictable, so is the evolving

form of “Gridcosm”. This is

diametrically opposed to the strictly

.hands off’ policy that shadows our

encounterswith traditional art

.objects.’

In a traditional art object, the

intentions of the artists are locked up

in its materialconditions: usually a

fixed form meant to resist the ravages

of time. On the other hand, interactive

media art is ephemeral and responds

to the passing of time. Interactive

media art treats .change’ as an

essential quality of the work. The

historical

antecedents of interactive media art
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are the art movements of the 60′s

such as conceptual art and

performance art which reveled in their

rejection of .object making’ “on the

grounds that the materially bounded

object was obsolete as an

aestheticcategory” [15]. Clearly history

has proven them wrong, and yet

interactive media artcontinues the

exploration in which the aesthetic

experience is “constituted in a

dynamicexchange, not as static

artifacts” [16].

Photo courtesy by Emaf.de

When interactive artist, David Rokeby,

describes his project, “Very Nervous

System” [17] as if it has “its own

agenda”, he wants us to understand

the nature ofinteractive art is not to

simply echo or “mirror” our intentions.

There is somethingrecalcitrant about

the internal logic of interactive art

that is akin to the recalcitrant natureof

quantum systems, both of which

resist complete objectification.

Without completeunderstanding of a

system we are left with a feeling of

uncertainty about how

bothinteractive art (networked or

otherwise) and quantum systems will

respond to ouractions.

“It is important to understand that
“Very Nervous System” is not a control
system. It is an interactive system, by
which I mean that neither partnerin
the system (installation and person) is
in control. “Interactive” and”reactive”
are not the same thing. The changing
states of the installation are a result of
the collaboration of these two
elements. The work only exists in this
state of mutual influence” [18].

This state of mutual influence is also a

metaphor for our entanglement with

quantumsystems. Rokeby’s art moves

“beyond the linear work cycle of

machine driven KineticArt and

establish[es] complete behavior

patterns that are not clearly

predictable, butneither are they

pseudo-random events” [19]. This

theme of uncertainty is mirrored

inhuman interactions with quantum

systems.

Interactive media art and quantum

systems produce unexpected

information as a resultof our

interactions: a variable audio-visual

display or measurement. The collapse

of thewave function creates a unique

data object. But unlike classical

particles ourmeasurement of

quantum system does not give us a

consistent answer. There is a
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level of uncertainty about the

outcome, because of our very

participation in theproduction of that

information.

The project “soda constructor” [20] by

the digital collaborative Soda is an

on-line, openlaboratory for the

fabrication of digital life within a

virtual world. This is interactive art as

a form of .play’. Visitors to the project

web site can intervene to create

artificial life forms. The actions of the

visitors spin the existing creatures off

into unpredictable

directions as Soda member Ed Burton

describes in an interview with

Margaret Wertheimfor Cabinet

Magazine.

“This is an example of the community
going through a process
ofexperimentation and creating
something and analyzing it and
improvingon it. They weren’t just
revealing something I’d hidden in the
software;
they were genuinely discovering new
potential I hadn’t even suspected” [21].

Art historian Henry Sayre describes

such .process art’ as

“alwaysengaged…undecidable. Its

meanings are explosive, ricocheting

and fragmentingthroughout the

audience. The work becomes a

situation, full of

suggestivepotentialities, rather than a

self-contained whole, determined and

final” [22].

Photo courtesy by AALog.net

5.0 Conclusion

Quantum mechanics is a theory about

choice. Both physicists and quantum

particlesact in ways we cannot

completely predict. Both are

probabilistic entities. We cannot

predict the outcome of any single

event involving either physicists or

quantum particleswith absolute

certainty. The insertion of a particle

detector forces the quantum

systemto produce a physical quantity

out of its virtual probability waves. We

collaborate and

participate in the creation of new

information through the very act of

measurement. Without uncertainty

our choices become predetermined

and the universe becomes agiant

clock, ticking away in mechanistic

fashion.

Choice is equally fundamental to the

behavior of interactive art. By using

digital mediawith it’s fluid

responsiveness artists could “create
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dynamic works in which the

audiencefunctioned as cocreators; the

behavior of the work depended on

the choices made bythe viewer” [23].

This echoes the productive dynamic

at work in our interactions

withquantum systems. Our physical

engagement with a work of

interactive media artproduces an

aesthetic event out of the unseen

possibilities made possible by

theinvisible software we engage.

Interactive media art and quantum

mechanics embracethe uncertainty of

unseen possibilities, rather than the

certainty of known quantities.
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Volavola / Fly Me. Preview Machinima In Paris
Marco Riciputi

New on YouTube: the interesting

preview of VolaVola/FlyMe by

Berardo Carboni. A small 3-minutes

sample which mixes the machinima

filming technique with a cartoon

effect which got the attention of

famed cyber-futurologist Bruce

Sterling, who defines it on Wired blog

“disorienting”. Let’s see what it is

about, with the help of its creator,

machinima-operator Evo Szuyuan.

On Imax screen in Paris

On Digimag 41 – February 09

(

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl

e.asp?id=1358) we had presented this

project. Its creation implies only one

script but 1 identical movies, filmed in

Rome and on Second Life. The script –

a love story describing the aspects of

contemporary life through the eyes of

three couples grown in different years

– was written in collaboration with

virtual-worlds guru Mario Gerosa, and

for its realization an open method was

used: a MySpace website and a

Facebook group, to invite people to

cohoperate. Musics were written by

Abruzzo-born MouLips, who adapted

a popular song called VolaVola.

After a one-year long preparation, the

Second Film is ready for its debut in

Paris next November 2nd, special

event at the Atopic Festival - the first

machinima festival in France – with

the presence of the French minister to

Culture. The projection will happen on

the Imax screens of La Géode, in the

Parc de la Villette. For now, the

machinima operator of the Second

Film, avatar Evo Szuyuan – Brigit

Lichtenegger in her physical body –

published on her YouTube channel a

preview which, as she says, is not to

be considered an official trailer to the

film.
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Sample on YouTube

The few minutes, judged as

disorienting by Bruce Sterling, see the

two avatars in front of their

computers meet on Second Life. What

looks unsettling is the use of a cartoon

effect, realized with Red Giant ToonIt

software. “We needed to clearly mark

the difference”, explains Evo. The clou

of the scene is, in fact, represented by

a 360° rotation of the camera where

the images of the two moments – the

footage recorded in Second Life

where the main characters get inside

Second Life – intertwine. The special

effect used, becomes then necessary

to make the scene understable to a

public that, as Evo says, “will have the

handicap not to be expert of Second

Life.

“Therefore – concludes Evo – the

disorienting effect doesn’t create

confusion, but is instead functional to

the film, because the audience would

have been looking at a “. Also

embellishing the scene is the location,

Gazira Babeli’s Locusolus gallery. For

your information, the characters

interact with two of her most famous

works, Avatar on Canvas which causes

the uncontrollable deformation of the

avatar, and Come Together which

fuses the bodies of the characters in a

single sculture.

Some curiosities

Many of the relations which are born

on set are human – very human. Who

animated the avatars felt embarassed

sometimes to shoot naked or sex

scenes. The cartoon effect created by

Evo, somehow worried Stella Costella

and Honey Fairweather, the two

avatars who cured the set and

costumes: this artifact heavily covered

most of their work.

In Evo’s opinion, many of the duties of

a machinima operator are similar to

those of a normal cameraman. Having

said this, she doesn’t have any

experience in this field, and she

confesses some embarassment to

shoulder a camera since she is not at

ease in front of the subjects of the

shooting.

.

For machinima, some instruments

used for the shoot are – banal as it

may seem – joystick and a certain

ability with scripting, at least in this

pioneering phase where competences

are not clearly divided yet. The

characters moving in the movie are
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animated in real time, and directed by

a director. Second Life, thanks to the

account exchange, allows the same

person to animate mor avatars, for

example in case one of the animators

is not present on the set.

Scripting, in Evo’s opinion, is close to

the animated cinema experience. The

almost 3 minutes on YouTube costed

4 work days, also because part of the

previously prepared material got lost

due to a computer breakdown. Evo’s

favourite machinima film is Ballad of

Black Mesa, and a part of the

VolaVola/FlyMe set was reused to

renovate her space’s furniture on the

Odyssey island, one of the most

important spaces in Second Life

dedicated to arts
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Kempinski: Misteriose Predizioni Africane Sul
Futuro

Alessandra Migani

‘Una visione fantascientifica
dell’Africa, presenta misteriose
previsioni sul futuro. Proiezione
continua gratuita’.

 

Queste sono le parole che

accompagnavano Kempinski, il
cortometraggio del giovanissimo

videomaker, Neil Beloufa, presentato

in anteprima lo scorso anno, al 52nd

London Film Festival (LFF). Il video era

proiettato in loop, all’interno dello

Studio del BFI – British Film Institute, il

magnifico centro sulla riva del Tamigi,

la “Southbank”.

Non sapevo bene cosa aspettarmi da

questo cortometraggio, ovviamente

mi sono immaginata che avrei

assistito ad un filmato surreale, con

astronavi volanti ed alieni in Africa.

Ero sicura che avrei trovato elementi

comuni alla maggior parte dei film di

fantascienza e che, a mio avviso,

dovevano essere contenuti anche in

questo lavoro. Ma Kempinski

sorprende, affascina e fa pensare.

Infatti, a distanza di quasi un anno,

l’opera è ancora nella mia memoria,

nelle riflessioni e parole mai scritte,

che, sin da allora, non aspettano altro

che materializzarsi su carta (virtuale,

in questo caso).

Il cortometraggio, girato di notte, in

alcune città del Mali, presenta una

serie di interviste dove i protagonisti

parlano della loro visione del futuro.

Ma al tempo presente. Gli intervistati

sono colti in un contesto rurale a loro

familiare, ripresi frontalmente mentre

tengono in mano una luce al neon o

parlano illuminati da una luce

artificiale, che è lì sia per esigenze di

ripresa, quanto diegetiche.

Il nome dei protagonisti non viene

divulgato. Uno di loro, in una cornice

di enormi foglie di palma e piante,

parla del futuro come un posto dove i

pensieri sono seguiti dalla

materializzazione del pensiero stesso.

Dice: “Quando penso a qualcosa, devo
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solo pensarci intensamente e arriva

subito (�) Tutto avviene velocemente,

è come la velocità della luce”. Le

parole dell’uomo vengono enfatizzate

dai rumori della notte, in cui è

profondamente inserito. 

Un altro tra i protagonisti parla

sempre di pensieri e di come, non

importa dove sei, questi arrivano e ti

raggiungono ovunque: è la forza

dell’immaginazione. L’uomo è ripreso

in primo piano, tenendo una lampada

al neon vicino al viso, mentre in

secondo piano, in penombra, un altro

uomo tiene una capra accanto a sé,

che continua a belare per tutto il

tempo.

Un altro ancora afferma: “Gli uomini

sono cambiati. Gli esseri umani sono

fatti per questo oggi. Una volta che

pensi a qualcosa, vedi la cosa

materializzarsi di fronte a te. Non è

una macchina, è il pensiero dell’essere

umano. È il flusso della tua

immaginazione”. Di seguito assistiamo

a scene notturne di uomini in

motorino lungo la strada che, pur

evocando scene di vita quotidiana,

sono accompagnate da un suono

acuto, tipico dei film di fantascienza,

quando un’astronave atterra o quando

stiamo per assistere al verificarsi di un

evento eccezionale.

Il giovanissimo regista, Neil Beloufa,

algerino nato a Parigi nel 1985,

afferma in un’intervista recente, di

essere rimasto sorpreso nel

constatare come nessuno degli

intervistati facesse riferimenti,

sebbene li conoscessero, a film di

fantascienza come Star Wars o ad

oggetti volanti. Le visioni del futuro

sono sorprendentemente legate fra

loro ed emerge un universo in

comune, da villaggio in villaggio. Tutti

questi uomini e le loro affermazioni mi

fanno pensare ai profeti/narratori che,

in piedi di fronte ai loro ascoltatori,

raccontano le loro storie ancestrali:

ma stavolta sono storie proiettate al

futuro. Lo spirito mistico si preserva e

traspare dallo schermo. Kempinski,

co-prodotto da Mali e Francia,

infrange molti dei nostri luoghi

comuni ed aspettative sull’Africa,

mentre, al contempo, elimina le

separazioni di generi, dal

documentario etnografico al cinema

di finzione e al filmato di fantascienza.

Neil Beloufa ha studiato a Parigi, New

York e Valencia. Il suo lavoro è stato

presentato con successo a Londra,

Mosca, Berlino, Minneapolis, New

York, Mali e in festivals e fiere d’arte
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molto prestigiose, fra cui anche la

Prague International Triennial of

Contemporary Art e la 12th Biennial of

Moving image di Ginevra e al Palais de

Tokyo di Parigi.    

Kempinski ritorna anche all’interno di

uno dei programmi più interessanti

del LFF, chiamato Experimenta,

insieme ad una selezione di quattro

cortometraggi, raccolti sotto il titolo

The Word for World is Forest. Ognuno

di questi cortometraggi spezza di

nuovo le barriere fra l’esperimento

antropologico e la finzione narrativa e

sono: Small Miracles di Julia

Hechtman, Tjúba Tén (The wet
season) di Ben Russell e Brigid

McCaffrey e Remote Intimacy di

Sylvia Schedelbauer. 

Sicuramente la sezione Experimenta,

curata da Mark Webber, permette allo

spettatore di dare uno sguardo verso

le situazioni più al limite ma anche più

entusiaste verso un cinema di ricerca

e sperimentazione. È l’immagine in

movimento e la sua innovazione

attraverso il lavoro di nuovi cineasti e

della loro creatività.

Kempinski

, in particolare, è un atto

riflessivo del

regista/pensatore/intervistatore, che

registra il contrasto fra mondo

tecnologico, vita semplice rurale ed

una visione del futuro che contiene

allusioni al genere fantascientifico. La

riflessione avviene parlando di una

diversa forma di comunicazione in cui

il pensiero sarà seguito dal divenire.

La nostra era tecnologica ha

velocizzato il tempo, ha reso la

macchina una inseparabile estensione

dell’essere umano, ma, per citare

quello che dice uno dei protagonisti di

Kempinski

: “non è una macchina, è il

pensiero dell’essere umano. È il flusso

della tua immaginazione”. Anche se

tutto in futuro avverrà in un lampo di

luce (e forse davvero questo futuro è il

nostro presente), ci auguriamo che il

pensiero, la fantasia, l’immaginazione

siano ancora i veri protagonisti delle

nostre vite in movimento. 

 

www.neilbeloufa.com

www.bfi.org.uk/lff/
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Voom, By Robert Wilson:the Surface Of A Myth
Francesco Bertocco

There is a figure which seems to stop

the time, move with care along its

borders, fly above it, go through it but

then sit outside it. It is a man who

wears only his slips and stand in front

of us, fixing us. Above us the rain

begins to fall. The light is steered by a

blinding intense blue which looks like

a chemical color lent by Klein’s

imagination or by the fluorescent

lamp of a sleazy club.

We sight his face, the clean cut of his

chin, his opened and selfconfident

eyes. It seems that we know him. That

face is Brad Pitt’s one. Just a few

seconds and we see a man of the

same age with the neck wrapped in a

sort of fox-fur. The man is very

elegant and wears a hat which hides

most of his face. But we immediatly

recognize him: he is Johnny Depp.

Robert Wilson created a portrait

gallery between agiography, irony and

glamour, titled Voom, where very

famous celebrities are represented in

a minimal and dreamlike space.

Robert Wilson is one of the best

known and influent person in the

world of visual art as well as theatre

and music (remember among the

other, his cooperation with Philippe

Glass in Einstein on the beach, which

was planned and directed by him).

After many years of study in different

fields, from his first degree of

Business Administration, to his

Bachelor of architecture at the Pratt

Istitute and painting in Arizona,

Wilson founded his first theatre

company: the Byrd Hofmann and

School of Byrds. Thank to this school,

he began to be known as one of the

most extreme and brave

experimenters of the second half of

XX Century. In his theatre shows,

videos, sound landscapes and lights

coexist on different levels creating

incredibly fascinating and fawless

shows. His style is liked to a strong

plastic component, as it would harden

the dynamic forms of theatre in a

single, standing matter highly studied

in its volumes but at the same time

dissolved in time. The variety of his

knowledge allowed him to reach
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many different fields in the world of

visual art and also to get many

awards. Among them the most

important is the award of the Biennale

di Venezia in 1993.

This video serie presented at Palazzo

Reale in Milan the last June and

exposed until the next 4th October

travelled through the most important

museums and art galleries worldwide.

They were created within a

cooperation with VOOM HD

Networks, i.e. a company roducing hi-

technology.

There are many Celebreties involved,

from Winona Ryder, to Johnny Depp,

Carolina of Monaco, Salma Hayek,

Suzushi Hanayagi and last but not

least the beautiful Italian Isabella

Rossellini. At first sight this video-

performances – this is the right name

– are extremly involving since the

tableaux vivant is perfectly created

and thank to the high resolution of the

projections which seem to come from

an almost parallel dimension. After

this first stylistic feelings people are

involved in a second cognitive level

where the meeting with the

represented celebrities (going from

the cinema to a most recent artistic

research – think to Barney…) shows

the author’s mythopoeic trend.

Robert Wilson works through

implications. He approaches the

celebrities to their world, playing

inside it but reversing its terms. The

references go from Hichtcock, to

Grace Kelly, to the wonderful Greta

Garbo. His visual works of art are

similar. Only David LaChapelle’s

representation is different. Despite

the research field has changed in that

world, showing these videos and the

cinematographic world through the

time, makes the public live a new and

more sophisticated artistic-video

experience, which allows the author

to enter in the luxuriant glamour of

the Star-System.

I would mention some hystoric

examples which can be placed side by

side with Wilson’s works. A little bit

predictable but right exaple is the

reference to Bill Viola’s last

production, because of its temporal

tension as well as the focus on high

tecnologies and the contemplation

needed while assisting to the

projection. On the other hand, a more

clear and contemporary examole is

Steve Klein photograpy. He is a well

known fashion photographer who
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uses the surfaces as provocation to fill

up a painting full of visual and

androgyne braveries.

Wilson’s works could arouse the

legitimate or malicious suspicions on

the real intentions of a so specific

research of the visual text. The

“recycle” of the Star-System by artists

has always been ambivalent. On one

side there is the celebration of a myth

and his notoriousness, and on the

other side the celebration of the anti-

myth. Maybe it is useless to list all the

other references going among the

others from Ray, to Dalì, Warhol,

Barichello and Grifi. Wilson’s works

put us in front of an ambiguous

resolution: what epoque do these

portrait belong to? Are we really

watching the last revival of a pro-

Hollywood interest which is

extinguished and emptied by the

Warhol’s children? Or are we standing

in front of the celebration of surfaces

and myths looking for their real

meaning running away from that light

always covering it?

In my opinion Wilson’s works are a mix

of wiliness supported by a very

respectable and well known personal

biography. He wanted to celebrate his

own myth with everybody’s myth,

invading with his art the vacuous and

etern myth of celebrities, like a

Urobolo in the impossible

construction of his circle

http://www.voom.com/voom-portrai

ts

http://robertwilson.com/
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http://www.peterchilvers.com

http://www.burningshed.com

http://www.apple.com/pro/profiles/eno

Climate Justice Action: Precarious United For Climate Action

http://www.climate-justice-action.org

http://www.euromayday.org

http://nevertrustacop.org/Main/SecondCall

http://www.euromayday.org

http://www.climate-justice-action.org/news/2009/09/13/climate-action-cal

endar-and-guide-toward-copenhagen/

http://www.climate-justice-action.org

http://www.euromayday.org

Facebook’s Slackers

http://www.kook.it/

Raul Martinez: The Tenderness Of Metal

http://www.ferroluar.com/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-AVjVJsU0Zc

To Evaluate Digital Creativity: How And What Instruments To Use
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http://www.cea.mdx.ac.uk/?location_id=59&item=31

Geert Lovink: List Culture And The Art Of Moderation

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/article.asp?id=548

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/article.asp?id=1148

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/article.asp?id=1332

http://networkcultures.org/wpmu/geert/

http://laudanum.net/geert/

http://networkcultures.org/wpmu/portal/

http://www.nettime.org/

The Contemporary Brazil Pass Through Its Modernity

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/article.asp?id=1463

http://www.vimeo.com/5486580

http://www.brazilcontemporary.nl/en/

http://www.boijmans.nl/

http://www.nederlandsfotomuseum.nl/

http://en.nai.nl/

Thirty Years Of Ars Electronica: The Future Of Man And Nature

http://www.aec.at

Oltre La Vista Del Mondo. Message In A Bottle

http://www.xlabfactory.org/

The Uncertain Human Quantum Mechanics

Volavola / Fly Me. Preview Machinima In Paris

http://www.wired.com/beyond_the_beyond/2009/09/vola-vola-by-berardo
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-carboni

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/article.asp?id=1358

http://www.wired.com/beyond_the_beyond/2009/09/vola-vola-by-berardo

-carboni/

http://www.creativemachinery.org/

http://mariogerosa.blogspot.com/

http://www.myspace.com/mysecondfilm

http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=23259983755

http://www.atopicfestival.com/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbroeNoRfRk&feature=player_embedded

#t=176

http://www.gazirababeli.com/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nTbL5elVXrU

http://odysseyart.ning.com/

Kempinski: Misteriose Predizioni Africane Sul Futuro

http://www.neilbeloufa.com/

http://www.bfi.org.uk/lff/

Voom, By Robert Wilson:the Surface Of A Myth

http://www.voom.com/voom-portraits

http://robertwilson.com/
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